Welcome to Fiore Stone, Inc.
The manufacturers of quality cast-stone Fountains and Statuary
The products featured in our catalog and on our web-sites often times do not represent our finishes very well. This is because studio lighting and effects are used to create a dramatic representation of the product to enhance certain features of a particular design. Although we “list” the actual color that product was finished in at the time, back-lighting, exposure, and the use of photography lighting create shadows and exposures that are not ascertained when products are compared in ‘natural’ light.
Although the samples shown here are a good representation of our colors, we encourage you and your clients to compare ‘colors shown’ on products featured in this catalog with actual physical color samples as well as products on display.

Contact us if you wish to have a few samples mailed and note that, upon request, we can always include a complete complimentary set of samples when we ship your order.
2157-FW  New Orleans Wall Fountain
Shown in Travertine
Consists of:
2157-T  Wall Component
3187  Wall Basin
3187-PC  Pump Cover
3188  Pedestal

2077-FW  Fiore Wall Fountain
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
3187-T  Wall Component
3187  Wall Basin
3187-PC  Pump Cover
3188  Pedestal

2078-FW  Rio Wall Fountain
Shown in Mojave
Consists of:
3189  Wall Component
3187-PC  Pump Cover
3187  Wall Basin
3188  Wall Pedestal
LG122-FW Mateo Wall Fountain
Shown in Barocco
Consists of:
LG122-T Wall Component
LG122-PC Pump Cover
LG122-B Wall Basin
LG122-P Pedestal

LG157-FW Santa Cruz Wall Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
LG157-T Wall Component
LG122-PC Pump Cover
LG122-B Wall Basin
LG122-P Pedestal
LG115-FWT  Marigold Wall Fountain, Tall
Shown in Foreste
Consists of:
LG115-A  Wall Component
LG115-PH  Pump House
LG115-PHP  P/House Piece
LG115-B  Wall Basin
LG115-D  Tall Pedestal

LG115-FW  Marigold Wall Fountain, Short
Shown in Escobosa
Consists of:
LG115-A  Wall Component
LG115-PH  Pump House
LG115-PHP  P/House Piece
LG115-B  Wall Basin
LG115-C  Short Pedestal

LG117-FWT  Atlantis Wall Fountain, Tall
Shown in Cimarron
Consists of:
LG117-A  Wall Component
LG115-PH  Pump House
LG115-PHP  P/House Piece
LG115-B  Wall Basin
LG115-D  Tall Pedestal

LG117-FW  Atlantis Wall Fountain, Short
Shown in Sedona
Consists of:
LG117-A  Top Component
LG115-PH  Pump House
LG115-PHP  P/House Piece
LG115-B  Wall Basin
LG115-C  Short Pedestal
2098-FW  Rose Wall Fountain
Shown in Sedona
Consists of:
2098-T  Wall Component
3187-PC  Pump Cover
2098-B  Wall Basin
2098  Base

2085-FW  Mon Petit Jardin Wall Fountain
Shown in Palomino with "Mon Petit Jardin" writing
Consists of:
3198-T  Top Component
3198-B  Base Component

2125-FW  Ivy Garden Wall Fountain
Shown in Palomino without "Mon Petit Jardin" writing
Consists of:
3198-T  Top Component
3243-B  Base Component
2083-FW  Basque Fountain
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
3193-A2  Top Component
3193-B2  Bowl
3193-PH2  Pump House
3193-C  Pedestal
Shown with optional AG-136
Single LED Submersible Light.
Accessories pages 233-235.

2064-FW  Classic Wall Fountain
Shown in Classic Bisque
Consists of:
3061  Wall Component
3048-WW  Pump House
3048-W  P/House Piece
3050  Wall Shell
3049  Wall Pedestal

2099-FW  Palazzo Wall Fountain
Shown in Olivo
Consists of:
2099-T  Wall Component
3187-PC  Pump Cover
2099-B  Wall Basin
2099  Base
2065-FW  Garland Wall Fountain  
Size h70" w32" d19"  
bw24½" bd13¼"  
Shown in Palomino  
Consists of:  
3062 Wall Component  
3048-WW Pump House  
3048-W P/House Piece  
3050 Wall Shell  
3049 Wall Pedestal  

2063-FW  Cherub Wall Fountain, Small  
Size h70" w32" d19"  
bw24½" bd13¼"  
Shown in Sedona  
Consists of:  
3051 Wall Component  
3048-WW Pump House  
3048-W P/House Piece  
3050 Wall Shell  
3049 Wall Pedestal  

2069-FW  Dove Wall Fountain  
Size h70" w32" d19"  
bw24½" bd13¼"  
Shown in Sedona  
Consists of:  
3084 Wall Component  
3048-WW Pump House  
3048-W P/House Piece  
3050 Wall Shell  
3049 Wall Pedestal  

2068-FW  Hummingbird Wall Fountain  
Size h70" w32" d19"  
bw24½" bd13¼"  
Shown in Patina  
Consists of:  
3079 Wall Component  
3048-WW Pump House  
3048-W P/House Piece  
3050 Wall Shell  
3049 Wall Pedestal
2061-FW  Sea Horse Wall Fountain
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
3040  Wall Component
3048-WW  Pump House
3048-W  P/House Piece
3050  Wall Shell
3049  Wall Pedestal

2060-FW  Classic Dolphin Wall Fountain
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
3060  Wall Component
3048-WW  Pump House
3048-W  P/House Piece
3050  Wall Shell
3049  Wall Pedestal

2062-FW  Classic Lion Wall Fountain
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
3041  Wall Component
3048-WW  Pump House
3048-W  P/House Piece
3050  Wall Shell
3049  Wall Pedestal
205-FWT  Champagne Wall Ftn, Tall
Shown in Natural
Consists of:
336-A  Wall Component
336-C  Basin, Tall
AG-35  Spout

205-FW  Champagne Wall Fountain
Shown in New Olivo
Consists of:
336-A  Wall Component
336-B  Basin
AG-35  Spout

Caution: Spouts are rusted metal.

Shown with optional AG-136 Single LED Submersible Light.
Accessories are listed on page 233.
LG141-FW  Vestibule Wall Fountain
Size h65" w19½" bd14½"
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
LG141-F  Wall Component

LG125-FW  London Wall Fountain
Shown in Barocco
Consists of:
LG125-F  Wall Component
LG125-PC  Pump Cover
294-FW  Topiary Wall Fountain
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
3169-A  Top Component
3169-PH  Pump House
3169-PHP  P/House Piece
3169-B  Wall Basin
3169-C  Wall Pedestal

201-FW  French Wall Fountain
Shown in Granite Moss
Consists of:
3030-T  Top Component
3030-B  Basin Component
AG-66  French Square Spout

201-FWD  French Wall Fountain with Star Spout
Shown in Granite Moss
Consists of:
3030-T  Top Component
3030-B  Basin Component
AG-67  French Square Spout

Caution: Spouts are rusted metal.
290-FW  Di Amico Wall Fountain
Shown in Sienna
Consists of:
290   Di Amico Wall Component
AG-49   Di Amico Spout

289-FW  Barcelona Wall Fountain
Shown in Escoboa
Consists of:
289   Barcelona Wall Component
AG-49   Di Amico Spout

224-FW  Lucca Water Well Fountain
Shown in Brownstone
Consists of:
384   Lucca Well Component
384-C   Pump Cover
AG-35   Champagne Spout

Caution: Spouts are metal and will rust!
296-FW  Malibu Wall Fountain
Shown in Granite Moss
Consists of:
296  Wall Component
AG-146  Copper Lip

288-FW  Modern Wall Fountain
Shown in Vintage
Consists of:
288  Wall Component
AG-145 Copper Lip

207-FW  Soothing Wall Fountain
Shown in Granite Moss
Consists of:
207  Wall Component

296-FW  h66" w22" d16½"

288-FW  h59½" w24" d20½"

207-FW  h59¼" w16" d12"
244-FW Madera Wall Fountain
Shown in Chestnut
Consists of:
244 Madera Wall Component

244-FWCTC only available in Coffee, and -FWCTO only available in Old Stone are finished “Color Accent” with black stain (Lucca) in water path.

245-FW Beehive Wall Fountain
Shown in Briar
Consists of:
245 Madera Wall Component
LG116-FW Cottage Garden Wall Fountain
Shown in Olivo
Consists of:
LG116-A Top Component
LG116-PH Pump House
LG116-B Pedestal with Basin

LG136-FW Tranquility Wall Fountain
Shown in Lucca
Consists of:
LG136-T Top Component
LG132-PH Pump House
LG132-PHP Pump House Piece
LG132-B Basin

LG132-FW Oceania Wall Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
LG132-T Top Component
LG132-PH Pump House
LG132-PHP Pump House Piece
LG132-B Basin
Available configuration:

LG148-FT Large w/o Swan Design
LG148-FTD Large w/Swan Design (shown)
LG148-FS Small w/o Swan Design (shown)
LG148-FSD Small w/Swan Design

LG148-FTD Uccelli Fountain, Large
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
LG148-AD Top Component
AG-140 Copper Spillway, Large
LG148-B Middle Component
AG-141 Copper Spillway, Small
LG148-D Basin Component

Also available LG148-FT Senza Uccelli Fountain, Large with LG148-A Senza Uccelli Top Component h34" w24" d32" (See LG148-FS)

LG148-FS Senza Uccelli Fountain, Small
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
LG148-A Top Component
AG-140 Copper Spillway, Large
LG148-C Basin Component

Also available LG148-FSD Uccelli Fountain, Small with LG148-AD Swan Design Top Component h28½" w24" d20" (see LG148-FTD)
WALL FOUNTAINS

2047-F Angel Wall Fountain, Small
Size h23" w15"
Shown in Cantera

232-FWQ Lion Quatrefoil Wall Fountain, Small
Shown in Classic Bisque
Consists of:
3038-S Wall Component
3122-PHS Pump House
3122-WS P/H Piece
3124-WBS Wall Basin
3124-QP Quatrefoil Pedestal

2048-F Lion Wall Fountain, Small
Size h23" w15"
Shown in Palomino

2032-F Lion Wall Fountain
Size h31" w26" d12½"
Shown in Patina
Consists of:
3092 Wall Component
3089 Pump Cover

2025-F Angel Wall Fountain
Size h31" w26" d12½"
Shown in N/A
Consists of:
3088 Fountain Component
3089 Pump Cover
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230-FWQ Lion Quatrefoil Wall Fountain, Large
Shown in Classic Bisque
Consists of:
3038 Wall Component
3122-PH Pump House
3122-W P/House Piece
3124-WB Quatrefoil Wall Basin

230-FW Lion Wall Fountain, Large
Shown in Cedar Rust
Consists of:
3038 Wall Component
3122-PH Pump House
3122-W P/House Piece
3039 Rectangle Wall Basin
### 284-FWQ Shell Quatrefoil Wall Fountain, Small

Shown in Palomino

Consists of:
- 3094 Wall Component
- 3122-PHS Pump House
- 3122-WS P/House Piece
- 3124-WBS Wall Basin
- 3124-QP Wall Pedestal

### 273-FW Shell Wall Fountain, Large

Shown in Sedona

Consists of:
- 3095 Wall Component
- 3122-PH Pump House
- 3122-W P/House Piece
- 3039 Rectangle Basin

### 273-FWQ Shell Quatrefoil Fountain, Large

Shown in Mojave

Consists of:
- 3095 Wall Component
- 3122-PH Pump House
- 3122-W P/House Piece
- 3124-WB Quatrefoil Basin
236-FWQ  Rosette Quatrefoil Wall Fountain
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
3122-WC  Wall Component
3122-PH  Pump House
3122-W  P/House Piece
3124-WB  Quatrefoil Basin

2095-F  Mosaic Fountain
Shown in Vecchio
Consists of:
3160  Top Component
3225-B  Bowl
3225-P  Pedestal

236-FW  Rosette Wall Fountain
Shown in Charcoal
Consists of:
3122-WC  Wall Component
3122-PH  Pump House
3122-W  P/House Piece
3039  Rectangle Basin
LG133-FWDL Provincial Wall Fountain with Pedestals
Shown in Lucca
Consists of:
LG133-T Top Component
LG133-PH Pump House
LG133-PHP P/House Piece
LG133-B Wall Basin
LG133-L Pedestal (2)

LG133-FWD Provincial Wall Fountain
Shown in Chateau
Consists of:
LG133-T Top Component
LG133-PH Pump House
LG133-PHP P/House Piece
LG133-B Wall Basin

LG133-FW Provincial Wall Fountain, Plain
Shown in Escoboza
Consists of:
LG133-T Top Component
LG133-PH Pump House
LG133-PHP P/House Piece
LG139-B Plain Wall Basin

LG133-FWL Provincial Wall Fountain, Plain with Pedestals
Shown in Sienna
Consists of:
LG133-T Top Component
LG133-PH Pump House
LG133-PHP P/House Piece
LG139-B Plain Wall Basin
LG133-L Pedestal (2)
LG139-FWD Bavarian Wall Fountain
Shown in Chateau
Consists of:
LG139-T Top Component
LG139-PH Pump House
LG139-PHP P/House Piece
LG133-B Wall Basin

LG139-FWDL Bavarian Wall Fountain with Pedestals
Shown in Patina
Consists of:
LG139-T Top Component
LG139-PH Pump House
LG139-PHP P/House Piece
LG133-B Wall Basin
LG133-L Pedestals (2)

LG139-FWL Bavarian Wall Fountain, Plain with Pedestals
Shown in Lucca
Consists of:
LG139-T Top Component
LG139-PH Pump House
LG139-PHP P/House Piece
LG139-B Plain Wall Basin
LG133-L Pedestal (2)

LG139-FW Bavarian Wall Fountain, Plain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
LG139-T Top Component
LG139-PH Pump House
LG139-PHP P/House Piece
LG139-B Plain Wall Basin
2086-FW  Seasons Change
Wall Fountain
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
3199-T  Wall Component
3199-PH  Pump House
3199-PHP  P/House Piece
3199  Wall Basin

2084-FW  Grande Volute
Wall Fountain
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
3197  Wall Component
3197-PH  Pump House
3197-PHP  P/House Piece
3155  Wall Basin
detail of 2084-FW Grande Volute Wall Fountain shown in Autumn Leaf
**Wall Fountains**

**2020-FW Nerius Wall Fountain**
Shown in Winter Plum
Consists of:
3153 Wall Component
3154-WW Pump House
3154-W P/House Piece
3155 Wall Basin

**2081-FW Senate Wall Fountain**
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
3186 Wall Component
3154-WW Pump House
3154-W P/House Piece
3155 Wall Basin
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248-FW Green Man Wall Fountain
Size h65½” w35¾” bd18”
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
3140 Wall Component
3141 Wall Shell
3142 Wall Pedestal

293-FW Cherub Wall Fountain
Size h76” w58” d32½” bd14”
Shown in Sedona
Consists of:
293 Wall Component
399-A Right Spacer
399-B Left Spacer
399-C Pump Cover
399-D Classic Basin
612-L Leg Base (2)
2091-FW  Vizcaya Wall Fountain
Shown in Barocco
Consists of:
3220-T  Top Component
3220-B  Mid Component
3221-L  Left Spacer
3221-R  Right Spacer
375-PC  Pump House Piece
376-WB  Wall Basin

2091-FWS  Vizcaya Wall Fountain, Short
Shown in Barocco
Consists of:
3220-T  Top Component
3221-L  Left Spacer
3221-R  Right Spacer
3222  Pump House Spacer
375-PCS  Pump House Piece
376-WB  Wall Basin
262-FW  Espana Wall Fountain
Shown in Sedona
Consists of:
375-AW  Top Component
375-BW  Mid Component
375-SL  Left Spacer
375-SR  Right Spacer
375-PC  Pump Cover
376-WB  Wall Basin

262-FWS  Espana Wall Fountain, Short
Shown in Sedona
Consists of:
375-AW  Top Component
375-SL  Left Spacer
375-SR  Right Spacer
375-SC  Pump House Spacer
375-PCS  Pump House Piece
376-WB  Wall Basin
LG168-FW  Vista Wall Fountain
Shown in Chestnut
Consists of:
LG168  Wall Component

LG137-FW  Fleur De Lis Wall Fountain
Shown in Lucca
Consists of:
LG137-T  Top Component
LG137-PH  Pump House
LG137-PHP  P/House Piece
LG137-B  Basin

LG123-FW  Floret Wall Fountain
Shown in Vecchio
Consists of:
LG123-T  Wall Component
LG122-B  Wall Basin
LG122-PC  Pump Cover
LG122-P  Wall Pedestal
LG138-FW  Parisian Wall Fountain  
Shown in Barocco  
Consists of:  
LG138-T  Top Component  
LG137-PH  Pump House  
LG137-PHP  P/House Piece  
LG137-B  Basin  

LG121-FW  New Horizon Wall Fountain  
Shown in Autumn Leaf  
Consists of:  
LG121-T  Wall Component  
LG121-PH  Pump House  
LG121-PHP  P/House Piece  
LG121-B  Basin  

LG124-FW  Augustine Wall Ftn.  
Shown in Vecchio  
Consists of:  
LG124-T  Wall Component  
LG124-PH  Pump House  
LG124-PHP  P/House Piece  
LG124-B  Wall Basin
LG149-FCW  D’Angolo Wall Fountain
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
LG149-T  Corner Wall Component
LG119-PC  Pump Cover
LG119-B  Corner Wall Basin

LG152-FCW  Mateo Corner Wall Fountain
Shown in Travertine
Consists of:
LG152-T  Corner Wall Component
LG152-PC  Pump Cover
LG152-B  Wall Basin
LG152-P  Pedestal

LG119-FCW  Iris Corner Wall Fountain
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
LG119-T  Top Component
LG119-PC  Pump Cover
LG119-B  Basin
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detail of 2072-F Formal Garden Fountain shown in Winter Plum
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2072-FS Formal Garden Fountain, Small
Shown in Country Oak
Consists of:
309-A Finial
309-B Spacer, Sm
309-C Bowl Component

2072-F Formal Garden Fountain
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
309-A Finial
309-B Spacer, Sm
309-C Bowl Component
309-PH Pump House
309-PHP P/House Piece
309 Bowl, Lg
309-D Pedestal

2072-F46 Formal Garden Fountain with 46" Basin
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
309-A Finial
309-B Spacer, Sm
309-C Bowl Component
309-PH Pump House
309-PHP P/House Piece
372 basin
2072-FAWC Formal Garden Fountain with Old Euro Basin

Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
309-A Finial
309-B Spacer, Sm
309-C Bowl Component
309-PH Pump House
309-PHP P/House Piece
309 Bowl, Lg
309-D Pedestal
3015-WW Pump House
3015-W Pump H/Piece
346 Basin

Also available:
2072-F7 Formal Garden Fountain with 74” Basin
2072-FRB (-RFG) Formal Garden Fountain with 99½” Fiore Pond
(See details on page 69)
LG159-F Riviera Fountain
Shown in Natural
Consists of:
LG153-A Finial
LG154 Bowl, Sm
LG153-C Pump House Spacer
LG153-PC P/House Piece
LG154-B Bowl, Lg
LG153-E Pedestal

LG158-F Vienna Fountain
Shown in Natural
Consists of:
LG153-A Finial
LG153-B Bowl, Sm
LG154-A Pump House Spacer
LG148-PC P/House Piece
LG153-D Bowl, Lg
LG154-C Pedestal

LG154-F Trinidad Fountain with International Finial
Shown in Vintage Stone
Consists of:
LG153-A Finial
LG154 Bowl, Sm
LG154-A Pump House Spacer
LG148-PC P/House Piece
LG154-B Bowl, Lg
LG154-C Pedestal
LG153-F International Fountain
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
LG153-A Finial
LG153-B Bowl, Sm
LG153-C Pump House Spacer
LG153-PC P/House Piece
LG153-D Bowl, Lg
LG153-E Pedestal

LG156-F Courtyard Fleur De Lis Fountain
Shown in Granite Moss
Consists of:
LG156 Finial
LG156-A Finial Component
LG156-PH Pump House
LG153-PC P/House Piece
LG154-B Bowl
LG154-D Pedestal

LG155-F Trinidad Fountain
Shown in Vintage Stone
Consists of:
LG155 Finial
LG154 Bowl, Sm
LG154-A Pump House Spacer
LG148-PC P/House Piece
LG154-B Bowl, Lg
LG154-C Pedestal
LG144-F  Fleur De Lis Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
LG144-A  Finial
LG144-B  Finial Component
LG144-PH  Pump House
LG144-PHP  P/House Piece
LG144-C  Bowl
LG144-D  Pedestal
LG165-F Piazza Fountain
Shown in Old Stone
Consists of:
LG165-A Finial
LG148-PC Pump House Piece
LG165-B Bowl
LG165-C Pedestal

LG120-F Old Dominica Fountain
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
LG120 Finial
LG120-A Bowl, Sm
LG120-PH Pump House
LG120-PHP P/House Piece
LG120-B Bowl, Lg
LG120-C Pedestal

LG105-F St. Michael Fountain
Shown in Brownstone
Consists of:
LG105-A Finial
LG106-PH Pump House
LG106-PHP P/House Piece
LG106-B Bowl
LG105-C Pedestal
2152-F Cobra Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
2152-A Finial Component
2139-PHP Pump House Piece
2148-B Bowl
2141-C Pedestal

2152-FD Cobra Ftn w/Cencillo Bowl
Shown in Cedar Rust
Consists of:
2152-A Finial Component
2139-PHP Pump House Piece
2149-B Bowl
2152-C Pedestal

2152-FC Cobra Fountain with Cobra Pedestal
Shown in Cedar Rust
Consists of:
2152-A Finial Component
2139-PHP Pump House Piece
2148-B Bowl
2152-C Pedestal
2148-F Assisi Fountain  
Shown in Rustico  
Consists of:  
2148-A Finial Component  
2139-PHP Pump House Piece  
2148-B Bowl  
2141-C Pedestal

2148-FD Assisi Ftn w/Cencillo Bowl  
Shown in Cedar Rust  
Consists of:  
2148-A Finial Component  
2139-PHP Pump House Piece  
2149-B Bowl  
2152-C Pedestal

2148-FC Assisi Fountain with Cobra Pedestal  
Shown in Cedar Rust  
Consists of:  
2152-A Finial Component  
2139-PHP Pump House Piece  
2148-B Bowl  
2152-C Pedestal
2073-FSQ  Greenleaf Majesty Fountain
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
390-T  Finial Component
390-PHP  Finial Piece
391  Bowl Component
391-PHP  Bowl Piece
3124-S  Basin

616-F  Fruit Urn Fountain
Shown in Olivo
Consists of:
616-P  Finial
3016  Pump House
671-XL  Bowl, X-Lg
301-P  Pedestal

616-FT2  2-Tier Fruit Urn Fountain
Shown in Sunset
Consists of:
616-P  Finial
669  Spacer
671-M  Bowl, Md
328-WW  Pump House
328-W  P/House Piece
671-XL  Bowl X-Lg
301-P  Pedestal
Also available:
2089-FRB (-RFG)
99½" Fiore Pond
(see details page 69)

2089-F  Baroque Fountain
Shown in Rustico with 3237-L
Euro Fountain Skirt
Consists of:
3212  Finial
3212-A  Bowl, Sm
3213-PH  Spacer, Sm
3213-PHP  Spacer Piece
3212-B  Bowl, Md
3214-PH  Pump House, Md
3214-PHP  P/House Piece
3212-C  Bowl, Lg
3215-PH  Pedestal
3215-PHP  Pedestal Piece

2089-F46  Baroque Fountain
with 46” Basin
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
3212  Finial
3212-A  Bowl, Sm
3213-PH  Spacer, Sm
3213-PHP  Spacer Piece
3212-B  Bowl, Md
3214-PH  Pump House, Md
3214-PHP  P/House Piece
372  46” Basin

2089-F7  Baroque Fountain
with 74” Basin
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
3212  Finial
3212-A  Bowl, Sm
3213-PH  Spacer, Sm
3213-PHP  Spacer Piece
3212-B  Bowl, Md
3214-PH  Pump House, Md
3214-PHP  P/House Piece
376-7  74” Basin
2074-F46  Tuscany Garden Fountain with 46" Basin
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
3170-T  Finial Component
3170-PHP  Finial Piece
3171  Bowl Component
3171-PHP  Bowl Piece
372  46" Basin

2122-F  Tuscan Garden Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
3170-T  Finial Component
3170-PHP  Finial Piece
3171  Bowl Component
3171-PHP  Bowl Piece
3216  Bowl, Lg
6029-PH  Pedestal
6029-PHP  P/House Piece

2122-F7  Tuscan Garden Fountain with 74" Basin
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
3170-T  Finial Component
3170-PHP  Finial Piece
3171  Bowl Component
3171-PHP  Bowl Piece
3216-WL  Bowl with Lips
6029-PH  Pump House
6029-PHP  P/House Piece
376-7  74" Basin

Also available:
2122-FRB (-FRG) 99½" Fiore Pond
(see details page 69)
234-F7 Roma Fountain with 74" Basin
Size h67½" w74"
Shown in Patina
Consists of:
313-WW Finial Component
313-W Finial Piece
688 Roma Planter
315-WW Square Pump House
315-W Square P/House Piece
308 Roma Bowl
307-WW Pedestal P/House
307-W Pedestal P/H Piece
376-7 74" Basin

Also available:
234-FRB (-FRG) Roma Fountain with 99½" Fiore Pond
See page 69 for Fiore Pond details.

234-FAWC Roma Fountain with Old Euro Basin
234-F7PX Roma Fountain with 74" Basin and X-Large Pineapple Finial. See page 49
234-F Roma Fountain
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
313-WW Finial Component
313-W Finial Piece
688 Roma Planter
315-WW Square Pump House
315-W Square P/House Piece
308 Roma Bowl
307-WW Pedestal Pump House
307-W Pedestal P/House Piece

234-F46 Roma Fountain with 46" Basin
Shown in Classic Bisque
Consists of:
313-WW Finial Component
313-W Finial Piece
688 Roma Planter
315-WW Square Pump House
315-W Square P/House Piece
372 46" Basin

Also available with 3157 X-Large Pineapple Finial:
234-FPX Roma Fountain with X-Large Pineapple Finial
234-F46PX Roma Fountain, 46" Basin w/X-Large Pineapple Finial
234-FSPX Roma Fountain, Small w/X-Large Pineapple Finial
See 234-FS on Page 50
234-FM  Roma Fountain, Medium  
Shown in Sienna  
Consists of:  
335-A  Finial Component  
335-B  Bowl  
320-PHP  P/House Piece  
335-C  Pedestal  

234-FS  Roma Fountain, Small  
Shown in Classic Bisque  
Consists of:  
313-WW  Finial Component  
313-W  Finial Piece  
688  Roma Planter  

Also available:  
234-FSPX  Roma Fountain, Small w/X-Large Pineapple Finial  
(See 234-F7PX page 49)  

2070-F  Aloha Fountain  
Shown in Briar  
Consists of:  
3157  Finial  
3163-WW  Pump House  
3163-W  P/House Piece  
3156-E  Bowl  
3156-F  Pedestal
204-F  Vinci Fountain
Shown in Escoboza
Consists of:
319-A  Finial Component
320-PHP  P/House Piece
319-B  Bowl
319-C  Pedestal

2088-FS  Four Seasons Fountain, Small
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
334-A  Finial Component
320-PHP  P/House Piece
334-B  Bowl
334-C  Pedestal

203-F  Novi Fountain
Shown in New Olivo
Consists of:
320-A  Finial Component
320-PHP  P/House Piece
320-B  Bowl
320-C  Pedestal
IT-47 Italian 4-Tier Fountain, with 74" Basin

Shown in Bronze

Size h84" w74"

Consists of:
365-4 Finial
352 Dish, Sm
351 Spacer, Sm
350 Dish, Md
349-W Spacer, Md
349-WW Spacer Piece
361 Bowl, Lg
347-WW Spacer, Lg
347-W Spacer Piece
363 Bowl, X-Lg
347-TWW Tall Base
347-TW Tall Base Piece
376-7 74" Basin

Also Available:

IT-4RB (-4RG) Italian 4-Tier Fountain w/99½" Fiore Pond
(See page 69 for Pond Details)

IT-4TP Italian 4-Tier for Pond
ITALIAN FOUR-TIER FOUNTAIN, TALL

**IT-4T**
- **Height:** 79" w50" b17½"

Consists of:
- 365-4 Finial
- 352 Dish, Sm
- 351 Spacer, Sm
- 350 Dish, Md
- 349-W Spacer, Md
- 349-WW Spacer Piece
- 361 Bowl, Lg
- 347-WW Pump House
- 347-W P/House Piece
- 363 Bowl, X-Lg
- 347-TWW Tall Base
- 347-TW Tall Base Piece

Also available:
- **IT-4** Italian 4-Tier Fountain
  - **Size:** h67" w50" b21½" (with item 333 Roman Base)
- **IT-4TP** Italian 4-Tier Fountain, Tall Plumbed for Pond

ITALIAN THREE-TIER FOUNTAIN, TALL

**IT-3T**
- **Height:** 60" w44" b17½"

Consists of:
- 365-4 Finial
- 352 Dish, Sm
- 351 Spacer, Sm
- 350 Dish, Md
- 349-W Spacer, Md
- 349-WW Spacer Piece
- 361 Bowl, Lg
- 347-WW Pump House
- 347-W P/House Piece
- 347-TWW Tall Base
- 347-TW Tall Base Piece

Also available:
- **IT-3** Italian 3-Tier Ftn
  - **Size:** h54" w44" b15½" (347-WW Italian Base)
- **IT-3T** Italian 3-Tier Fountain, Tall
  - **Height:** 54" w44" b15½"
261-FSPX Romantica Ftn, Short w/Pineapple
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
3157 Finial
374-B Bowl
375-E Pedestal

287-F Mariposa Fountain
Shown in Cedar Rust
Consists of:
3157 Finial
373-BL Bowl
374-C Pedestal

2039-F Margarita Ftn, Large
Shown in Cedar Rust
Consists of:
373-AL Finial Component
373-BL Bowl
374-C Pedestal

261-F Romantica Fountain
Shown in Winter Plum
Consists of:
374-A Finial Component
374-B Bowl
374-C Pedestal

2039-F
h60" w32" bd14¾"

261-F
h59" w32" bd14¾"
260-F Margarita Fountain with 46" Basin
Shown in Olivo
Consists of:
373-A Finial Component
373-B Bowl
373-C Pedestal
371-D Pump House
371-DW P/House Piece
372 Basin

259-F Old Mexico Fountain
Shown in Cantera
Consists of:
371-A Finial Component
371-B Bowl
371-C Pedestal
371-D Pump House
371-DW P/House Piece
372 Basin

287-FB Mariposa Fountain with 55" Basin
Shown in Briar
Consists of:
3157 Finial
373-BL Bowl
375-E Pedestal
375-FWW Pump House
375-FW P/House Piece
376 Basin
LG102-F Shasta Fountain
Shown in Sedona
Consists of:
LG102 Finial
LG102-A Bowl, Sm
LG102-PH Pump House
LG102-PHP P/House Piece
LG102-B Bowl, Lg
LG102-C Pedestal

LG104-F Old Shasta Fountain
Shown in Foreste
Consists of:
LG104 Finial
LG104-A Bowl, Sm
LG104-PH Pump House
LG104-PHP P/House Piece
LG104-B Bowl, Lg
LG104-C Pedestal

LG104-FS Old Shasta Fountain, Short
Shown in Sienna
Consists of:
LG153-A Finial
LG104-A Bowl, Sm
LG104-PHS Pump House
LG104-PHP P/House Piece
LG104-B Bowl, Lg
LG104-C Pedestal
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LG106-F Florence Fountain
Shown in Country Oak
Consists of:
LG106  Finial
LG106-A  Urn
LG106-PH  Pump House
LG106-PHP  P/House Piece
LG106-B  Bowl
LG106-C  Pedestal

LG107-F Alonzo Fountain
Shown in Sedona
Consists of:
LG107  Finial
LG107-A  Bowl, Sm
LG107-PH  Pump House
LG107-PHP  P/House Piece
LG107-B  Bowl, Lg
LG107-C  Pedestal

LG103-F Old Classic Fountain
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
LG103  Finial
LG103-A  Bowl, Sm
LG103-PH  Pump House
LG103-PHP  P/House Piece
LG106-B  Bowl, Lg
LG103-C  Pedestal
LG145-F **English Ivy Fountain**
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
LG145-A Finial Component
LG145-B Bowl
LG145-PC P/House piece
LG145-C Pedestal

LG130-F **Column Base Fountain**
Shown in Foreste
Consists of:
LG130 Finial
LG130-A Finial Component
LG130-B Bowl
LG130-PC P/House Piece
LG130-C Pedestal

LG162-F **Sycamore Fountain**
Shown in New Brownstone
Consists of:
LG162-A Finial
LG162-B Bowl, Sm
LG162-C Pump House
LG153-PC P/House Piece
LG162-D Bowl, Lg
LG162-E Pedestal
**2146-F Mandalay Fountain**
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
- 6088-S Bowl, Sm
- 2146-PH Pump House
- 2146-PHP P/House Piece
- 6088 Bowl, Lg
- 2146-C Pedestal

**LG160-F Chaparral Fountain**
Shown in Sienna
Consists of:
- LG160-A Finial Component
- 2139-PHP P/House Piece
- LG160-B Bowl
- LG160-C Pedestal

**2075-F Renaissance Fountain**
Shown in Mojave
Consists of:
- 309-A Finial
- 3173-B Base Component

**2002-F Square Antiqua Fountain**
Shown in New Ashstone
Consists of:
- 3012-A Finial Component
- 3169-PHP Pump House Piece
- 3012-B Square Antiqua Planter
**2034-F Florentine Fountain**
Shown in Bronze
*Consists of:*
3114-A Finial
3114-B Component

**2026-F Sonora Fountain**
Shown in Sienna
*Consists of:*
3099 Finial
3100 Component

**427-F Ornate Swirl Fountain**
Shown in Coffee
*Consists of:*
669 Swirl Pot
427-TC Bowl
427-B Pedestal
LG172-F  Monaco Fleur De Lis Fountain
Shown in Patina
Consists of:
LG167-A  Finial
LG145-PC  Pump Cover
LG169-K  Bowl
LG169-L  Pedestal

LG167-F  Piazza-Mona Fleur De Lis Fountain
Shown in Briar
Consists of:
LG167-A  Finial
LG145-PC  Pump House Piece
LG165-B  Bowl
LG165-C  Pedestal

LG166-F  Piazza Fleur De Lis Fountain
Shown in Brownstone
Consists of:
LG166-A  Finial
LG145-PC  Pump House Piece
LG165-B  Bowl
LG165-C  Pedestal

Fleur De Lis Finials available as;
LG166  Piazza Fleur De Lis
LG167  Monaco Fleur De Lis
(includes LG145-PC Pump House Piece)

LG172-F
h62" w38" bw16"

LG167-F
h53" w34¼" bw16"

LG166-F
h56½" w34¼" bw16"
LG114-F46 Verona Fountain with 46” Basin
Shown in Natural
Consists of:
LG113 Finial
LG113-A Bowl, Sm
LG114-PH P/House Spacer
LG114-PHP P/House Piece
LG113-B Bowl, Lg
LG114-CS Pedestal
LG113-E Pump House
LG113-D P/House Piece
372 Basin

LG114-F Verona Fountain
Shown in Flax
Consists of:
LG113 Finial
LG113-A Bowl, Sm
LG114-PH P/House Spacer
LG114-PHP P/House Piece
LG113-B Bowl, Lg
LG114-C Pedestal

LG114-FB Verona Fountain with 55” Basin
Shown in Flax
Consists of:
LG113 Finial
LG113-A Bowl, Sm
LG114-PH P/House Spacer
LG114-PHP P/House Piece
LG113-B Bowl, Lg
LG114-C Pedestal
LG113-E Pump House
LG113-D P/House Piece
376 Basin
LG142-FB  Vincenza Ftn w/55” Basin
Shown in Vecchio
Consists of:
LG113  Finial
LG142-A  Bowl, Sm
LG142-B  Spacer
LG142-CL  Bowl w/Lips, Lg
LG142-PHP  Bowl Piece
LG113-C  Pedestal
LG113-E  Pump House
LG113-D  P/House Piece
376  Basin

LG142-F  Vincenza Fountain
Shown in Travertine
Consists of:
LG113  Finial
LG142-A  Bowl, Sm
LG142-B  Spacer
LG142-C  Bowl, Lg
LG142-PHP  Bowl Piece
LG113-C  Pedestal
262-FAWC  Espana Fountain
with Old Euro Basin
Size h80" w82"
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
375-A  Finial Component
375-B  Bowl, Sm
375-C  Spacer
375-D  Bowl, Lg
375-E  Pedestal
375-FWW  Pump House
375-FW  P/House Piece
346  Basin

Recommended with 3210-SB (Black)
or 3210-SG (Gray) Fiore Pond
Model 262-FRB or -FRG
See page 69 for Fiore Pond details.

262-F7  Espana Fountain
with 74" Basin

262-FP  Espana Fountain
Plumbed for pond
262-F46 Espana Fountain, Small
Shown in Sedona
Consists of:
375-A Finial Component
375-B Bowl, Sm
375-C Spacer
371-D Pump House
371-DW P/House Piece
372 Basin

262-F Espana Fountain
Shown in Country Oak
Consists of:
375-A Finial Component
375-B Bowl, Sm
375-C Spacer
375-D Bowl, Lg
375-E Pedestal
375-FWW Pump House
375-FW P/House Piece
376 Basin

Also available:
262-FRB (-FRG) Espana Fountain with Fiore Pond
See page 69 for Fiore Pond details.
262-F7 Espana Fountain with 74" Basin
262-FP Espana Fountain Plumbed for pond (w/o basin)

261-FS Romantica Fountain, Short
Shown in Country Oak
Consists of:
374-A Finial Component
374-B Bowl
375-E Pedestal

h51" w46"

h80" w55"

h51" w32"
bd13¼"
2087-F46 Venetian Fountain w/46" Basin
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
3200 Finial
3200-S Bowl, Sm
3201-PH P/House, Sm
3201-PHP P/H Piece
371-D P/House
371-DW P/House Piece
372 Basin

2087-FB Venetian Fountain w/55" Basin
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
3200 Finial
3200-S Bowl, Sm
3201-PH P/House, Sm
3201-PHP P/H Piece
3200-M Bowl, Md
3202-PH P/House, Md
3202-PHP P/H Piece, Md
375-FWW Pump House
375-FW P/House Piece
376 Basin

2087-FRG Venetian Fountain w/Fiore Pond, Gray
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
3200 Finial
3200-S Bowl, Sm
3201-PH Pump House, Sm
3201-PHP P/House Piece
3200-M Bowl, Md
3202-PH Pump House, Md
3202-PHP P/House Piece, Md
3200-L Bowl, Lg
3203-PH Pedestal, Lg
3203-PHP Pedestal piece
3210 Pond Section (x8)
RKG Tub (Gray)

See page 69 for Fiore Pond details.
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2087-F46 h40" w46"
2087-FB h57" w55"
2087-FRG h69\frac{1}{2}" w99\frac{1}{2}"
2087-F Venetian 3-Tier Fountain
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
3200 Finial
3200-S Bowl, Sm
3201-PH P/House, Sm
3201-PHP P/H Piece
3200-M Bowl, Md
3202-PH P/House, Md
3202-PHP P/H Piece, Md
3200-L Bowl, Lg
3203-PH Pedestal, Lg
3203-PHP Pedestal piece
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2080-FM Vesuvio Fountain
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
- 3182 Finial Component
- 3183-WL Bowl, Sm
- 3055-WW Spacer, Sm
- 3055-W Spacer Piece, Sm
- 3184 Bowl, Md
- 3055-MWW Spacer, Md
- 3055-MW Spacer Piece, Md

2080-F46 Vesuvio Fountain w/46"Basin
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
- 3182 Finial Component
- 3183-WL Bowl w/ Lips, Sm
- 3055-WW Spacer, Sm
- 3055-W Spacer Piece, Sm
- 372 46" Basin

2080-FRG Vesuvio Fountain w/Fiore Pond
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
- 3182 Finial Component
- 3183-WL Bowl w/ Lips, Sm
- 3055 Spacer, Sm
- 3184-WL Bowl w/Lips, Md
- 3055-MWW P/House, Md
- 3055-MW P/H Piece
- 3210 Pond Section (x8)
- RKG Tub (Gray)

See page 69 for Fiore Pond details.
2133-FRG  Cavalli Fountain, 2-Tier with Fiore Pond, Gray Tub

Size h86" w99½"

Shown in Vintage Stone

Consists of:
3200  Finial
3204-B  Bowl, Sm
3078  Spacer, Sm
3204-D  Bowl, Lg
3204-PHP  Bowl Piece
3252  Spacer, Lg
LG112-E  Pump House
LG112-G  P/House Piece
3210  Pond Section (x8)
RKG  Tub (Gray)

Also available:
2133-FRB  Cavalli Fountain, 2-Tier with Fiore Pond, Black Tub
2133-FMP  Cavalli Fountain, 2-Tier for Pond (w/o Basin)
3210-SB (Black) -
3210-SG (Gray) Fiore Pond

Size h14" w99½"
Consists of:

3210 Fiore Coping (x8)
  h14" w38½" a12" lw20"
RKB Fiore Tub, Black or RKG Gray
  h11" od88" id84"

This RK (Reservoir Kit) consists of one ¼ inch industrial grade polyethylene tub (Black or Gray), that with the exception of concrete components placed in its center, does not require the same detail to attention you would give a solid concrete basin of this or a smaller size. In preparation, all that is required is a large size stepping stone or paver to support the concrete fountain components placed in the center of the pond.

The tub is solid and grommets for custom holes up to 1¼ inch are available. This solution for an eight-and-a-half foot (six-and-a-quarter feet inside) diameter basin with a height just over a foot (14 inches) simplifies the installation of large basins making it cost-effective and efficient, while maintaining the quality and authenticity you expect from Fiore Stone Inc.

This basin is available with a RKG light gray (3210-SG) or RKB black tub (3210-SB) suggested for darker finishes. Black also makes power cords for pumps and optional lights less apparent.

Shown here is model 234-FRB (-FRG)
See Roma Fountains on page 48

Optional Uniseal AG-62 ¾” Uniseal = 1¼” Hole Saw (¾” PVC & AG-26)
AG-63 1¼” Uniseal = 1¾” Hole Saw (1¾” THIN WALL PVC)

Instructions: 1. Cut hole with hole saw to the size indicated. 2. Ensure that the hole is cut clean with sharp edges, irregular holes could cause poor seating and possible leaks. 3. Insert Uniseal with the wide surface facing out. 4. Make certain the pipe to be inserted is cut clean and square. File or sand the edges so there are no rough or sharp edges to cut the Uniseal surface. 5. Use liquid soap or Teflon lube on the pipe to be inserted. Insert the pipe into the Uniseal as far as needed to clear the inside of the seal by about 1” (This takes considerable force). The lubricant will be squeezed off the pipe as it passes through the Uniseal.
LG163-FRB Pioggia Fountain with Fiore Pond (Black)

Size h91½" w99½"

Shown in Sunset

Consists of:
LG163-A Finial
LG163-B Finial Component
LG145-PC Spacer Piece
LG163-C Bowl, Md
LG163-D Spacer, Md
LG153-PC Spacer Piece
LG163-G Bowl, Lg
LG163-H Pedestal
LG112-E Pump House
LG112-G P/House Piece
3210 Pond Section (x8)
RKB Tub (Black)

Also available:
LG163-FRG Pioggia Fountain with Fiore Pond (Gray)
See page 69 for Fiore Pond details

LG163-FP Pioggia Fountain for Pond (w/o Basin)
LG163-F Pioggia Fountain
Shown in Vintage Stone
Consists of:
LG163-A Finial
LG163-B Finial Component
LG145-PC Spacer Piece
LG163-C Bowl, Md
LG163-D Spacer, Md
LG153-PC Spacer Piece
LG163-G Bowl, Lg
LG163-H Pedestal

LG163-F46 Pioggia Fountain w/46” Basin
Shown in Sunset
Consists of:
LG163-A Finial
LG163-B Finial Component
LG145-PC Spacer Piece
LG163-C Bowl, Md
LG163-D Spacer, Md
LG153-PC Spacer Piece
372 Basin

LG163-FB Pioggia Fountain w/55” Basin
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
LG163-A Finial
LG163-B Finial Component
LG145-PC Spacer Piece
LG163-C Bowl, Md
LG163-E Pedestal
LG113-E Pump House
LG113-D P/House Piece
376 Basin
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LG163-FS  Pioggia Fountain, Small
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
LG163-A  Finial
LG163-B  Finial Component
LG145-PC  P/House piece
LG163-C  Bowl, Lg
LG163-E  Pedestal

LG173-F  Dijon Fountain
Shown in Mojave
Consists of:
LG169-B  Finial
LG169-D  Bowl, Md
LG169-E  Spacer P/H, Md
LG153-PC  P/House Piece
LG169-H  Bowl, Lg
LG169-J  Spacer P/House, Lg
LG146-PC  P/House, Piece
LG169-M  Bowl, X-Lg
LG169-N  Pedestal, X-Lg

LG173-FS  Dijon Fountain, Small
Shown in Old Stone
Consists of:
LG169-A  Finial
LG169-C  Finial Component
LG169-R  P/House
LG145-PC  P/House Piece
LG169-H  Bowl
LG169-L  Pedestal
LG173-FB  Dijon Fountain with 55" Basin
Shown in Mojave
Consists of:
LG169-B  Finial
LG169-D Bowl, Md
LG169-E  Spacer P/H, Md
LG153-PC  P/House Piece
LG169-H  Bowl, Lg
LG169-J  Spacer P/House, Lg
LG146-PC  P/House, Piece
376  Basin

LG173-FRG  Dijon Fountain with Fiore Pond, Gray
Shown in Natural
Consists of:
LG169-B  Finial
LG169-D Bowl, Md
LG169-E  Spacer P/H, Md
LG153-PC  P/House Piece
LG169-H  Bowl, Large
LG169-J  Spacer P/H, Lg
LG146-PC  P/House, Piece
LG169-M  Bowl, X-Lg
LG169-N  Pedestal, X-Lg
LG169-P  P/House, X-Lg
LG169-O  P/H Piece, X-Lg
3210  Pond Section (x8)
RKG  Tub, Gray

Also available:
LG173-FRB  Dijon Fountain with Fiore Pond, Black
LG173-FP  Dijon Fountain for Pond (w/o Basin)
LG169-F4RG  Monaco 4-Tier Fountain with Fiore Pond, Gray
Size h120" w99½"
Shown in Natural

Consists of:
LG169-A  Finial
LG169-C  Finial Component
LG169-G  Bowl, Md
LG169-E  Spacer P/House, Md
LG153-PC  P/House Piece
LG169-K  Bowl, Lg
LG169-J  Spacer P/House, Lg
LG146-PC  P/House Piece
LG169-M  Bowl, X-Lg
LG169-N  Pedestal, X-Lg
LG169-P  P/House, X-Lg
LG169-O  P/House Piece, X-Lg
3210  Pond Section (x8)
RKG  Tub, Gray

Also available:
LG169-F4RB  Monaco 4-Tier Fountain with Fiore Pond, Black
LG169-F4P  Monaco 4-Tier Fountain for Pond (w/o Basin)
LG169-FB  Monaco Fountain with 55” Basin
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
LG169-A  Finial, Sm
LG169-C  Finial Component
LG169-G  Bowl, Md
LG169-E  Spacer P/ House, Md
LG153-PC  P/ House Piece
LG169-K  Bowl, Lg
LG169-J  Spacer P/ House, Lg
LG146-PC  P/ House Piece
376  Basin

Also available:
LG169-FSRB (-FSRG)  Monaco Fountain with Fiore Pond (includes LG169-L  Pedestal)

LG169-FRG  Monaco Fountain with Fiore Pond, Gray
Shown in Natural
Consists of:
LG169-B  Finial, Lg
LG169-G  Bowl, Md
LG169-E  Spacer P/ House, Md
LG153-PC  P/ House Piece
LG169-K  Bowl, Lg
LG169-J  Spacer P/ House, Lg
LG146-PC  Pump Cover, Sm
LG169-M  Bowl, X-Lg
LG169-N  Pedestal, X-Lg
LG169-O  P/ House Piece, X-Lg
LG169-P  P/ House, X-Lg
3210  Pond Section (x8)
RKG  Tub, Gray

Also available:
LG169-FRB  Monaco Fountain with Fiore Pond, Black
LG169-FP  Monaco Fountain for Pond (w/o Basin)
2094-FRG  Gran Vista Fountain with Fiore Pond, Gray

Size h99" w99½"
Shown in Palomino

Consists of:
3200  Finial
3204-B  Bowl, Sm
3211-C  Spacer
3204-D  Bowl, Lg
3204-PHP  Bowl Piece
3211  Pedestal
3206-PHP  Pedestal Piece
3210  Pond Section (8)
RKG  Tub, Gray

Features 3210-SG Fiore Pond with RKG 11x88x84 inch gray polyethylene tub. Also available in black as -FRB (3210-SB).

See page 69 for Fiore Pond details.

Also available for pond as 2094-F (w/o Fiore Pond) and as 3-Tier with 3204-DXL Bowl as model 2094-F12 (see page 90)
2088-FRG  Four Seasons Fountain with Fiore Pond, Gray

Shown in Sienna
Consists of:
3200  Finial
3204-B  Bowl, Sm
3204-C  Spacer
3204-D  Bowl, Lg
3204-PHP  Bowl Piece
3206  Pedestal
3206-PHP  Pedestal Piece
3210  Pond Section (x8)
RKG  Tub (Gray)

See page 69 for Fiore Pond details.

2088-F46  Four Seasons Fountain, Small with 46” Basin

Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
334-A  Finial Component
320-PHP  Pump House Piece
334-B  Bowl, Md
334-C  Pedestal
324  Pump House
324-W  P/House Piece
372  46” Basin

2134-FS46  Four Seasons Fountain with 46” Basin

Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
3200  Finial
3204-B  Bowl, Sm
3204-C  Spacer
LG113-E  Pump House
LG113-D  P/House Piece
372  46” Basin
LG164-F  Geneva Fountain
Shown in Sienna
Consists of:
LG134  Finial
LG164-A  Finial Component
309-B  Spacer
LG164-B  Bowl, Sm
LG134-C  Spacer
LG134-PH  Pump House
LG134-PHP  P/House Piece
LG134-D  Bowl, Lg
LG134-E  Pedestal
LG134-G  Pedestal Piece

LG164-F46  Geneva Fountain
with 46" Basin
Shown in Mojave
Consists of:
LG134  Finial
LG164-A  Finial Component
LG164-B  Bowl, Sm
LG134-C  Spacer
LG134-PH  Pump House
LG134-PHP  P/House Piece
372  Basin

LG164-FT2  Geneva Fountain, 2-Tier
Shown in Sienna
Consists of:
LG134-I  Finial
LG164-B  Bowl, Sm
LG134-C  Spacer
LG134-PH  Pump House
LG134-PHP  P/House Piece
LG134-D  Bowl, Lg
LG134-E  Pedestal
LG134-G  Pedestal Piece

LG164-F  h84" w48" bd20"
LG164-F46  h54¼" w46"
LG164-FT2  h67" w48" bd20"
LG134-FCRG Mediterranean Fountain with Plumbed Spacer and Fiore Pond with Gray Tub

Size h94" w99½"
Shown in Coffee

Consists of:
LG134 Finial
LG134-A Finial Component
3163-WW P/House
3163-W P/House Piece
LG134-B Bowl, Sm
LG134-AS Spacer Plumbed
LG134-PH P/House
LG134-D Bowl, Lg
LG134-E Pedestal
LG134-G Pedestal Piece
LG112-E Pump House
LG112-G Pond Spacer Piece
3210 Pond Section (8)
RKG Tub, Gray

Features 3210-SG Fiore Pond with RKG 11x88x84 inch gray polyethylene tub.
Also available in black as 3210-SB or -FRB. See page 69 for more details about the 3210 Fiore Pond.

Also available w/o pond as LG134-FCP for Pond.
LG118-F Old Toscano 3-Tier Fountain
Shown in Cimarron
Consists of:
LG118 Finial
LG118-A Finial Component
LG118-B Bowl, Md
LG118-PH P/House Spacer
LG118-PHP P/House Piece
LG118-C Bowl, Lg
LG118-D Pedestal

LG134-FC Mediterranean Fountain w/Plumbed Spacer
Shown in Natural
Consists of:
LG134 Finial
LG134-A Finial Component
3163-WW Spacer
LG134-B Bowl, Sm
LG134-AS Spacer, Plumbed
LG134-PH P/House
LG134-PHP P/House Piece
LG134-D Bowl, Lg
LG134-E Pedestal
LG134-G Pedestal Piece

LG126-F Old Toscano Ftn
Shown in Olivo
Consists of:
LG126 Finial
LG118-B Bowl, Md
LG118-PH P/House Spacer
LG118-PHP P/House Piece
LG118-C Bowl, Lg
LG118-D Pedestal
LG127-F Old 3-Tier Classic Fountain
Shown in Barocco
Consists of:
LG127 Finial
LG127-A Bowl, Sm
LG127-D Spacer
LG127-B Bowl, Md
LG103-PH Pump House
LG103-PHP P/House Piece
LG106-B Bowl, Lg
LG103-C Pedestal
Also available:
LG127-FP Old Classic 3-Tier for Pond (with LG106-BL)

LG110-F Classic 3-Tier Fountain
Shown in Country Oak
Consists of:
LG110 Finial
LG110-A Bowl, Sm
LG110-D Spacer
LG110-B Bowl, Md
LG110-PH Pump House
LG110-PHP P/House Piece
LG110-C Bowl, Lg
LG110-E Pedestal
Also available:
LG110-FP Classic 3-Tier for Pond

LG110-F7 Classic 3-Tier Fountain w/74” Basin
Shown in Lucca
Consists of:
LG110 Finial
LG110-A Bowl, Sm
LG110-D Spacer
LG110-B Bowl, Md
LG110-PH Pump House
LG110-PHP P/House Piece
LG110-C Bowl, Lg
LG110-E Pedestal
LG110-G Pump House
LG110-H P/House Piece
376-7 Basin

LG127-F7
h76” w74”
bd72”

LG110-F
h63½” w39½”
bd14”

LG110-F7
h65” w40½”
bd14”
239-F46 Oak Fountain with 46" Basin
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
3135  Finial
3136  Bowl, Sm
3137-WW  Pump House
3137-W  P/House Piece
372  46" Basin

239-F Oak Fountain
Shown in Country Oak
Consists of:
3135  Finial
3136  Bowl, Sm
3137-WW  Pump House
3137-W  P/House Piece
3168  44" Bowl
3139  Pedestal

239-FB Oak Fountain with 55" Basin
Shown in Country Oak
Consists of:
3135  Finial
3136  Bowl, Sm
3137-WW  Pump House
3137-W  P/House Piece
3138  Bowl, Lg
3139-PH  Pump House
3139-PHP  P/H Piece
376  55" Basin

Also available:
239-FP Oak Fountain
Size h60" w37" bd20"
LG135-F Athenian Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
LG135-A Finial
LG134-PH Pump House
LG134-PHP P/House Piece
LG134-D Bowl
LG134-E Pedestal
LG134-G Pedestal Piece

LG140-F Vignoble Fountain
Shown in Lucca
Consists of:
LG140 Finial
LG140-A Bowl, Sm
LG140-PH Pump House
LG140-PHP P/House Piece
LG140-B Bowl, Lg
LG140-C Pedestal

LG131-F Augustan Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
LG131 Finial
LG131-A Sm Bowl
LG131-PH Pump House
LG131-PHP Pump House Piece
LG131-B Lg Bowl
LG131-C Pedestal

LG135-F
h63” w48” bd20”

LG140-F
h62” w48” bd18”

LG131-F
h68½” w47½” bd21½”
**257-FS  Lion Fountain, Small**

Size h38"  w29½"  bd11"

Shown in Country Oak

Consists of:
- 3058-BP  Finial Component
- 3057  Bowl, Sm
- 3055-WW  Pedestal
- 3055-W  Pedestal Piece
209-FS  Fiorina Fountain
Shown in Old Stone
Consists of:
3058  Finial
3183  Bowl
3055-WW  Pedestal
3055-W  Pedestal Piece

2080-FS  Vesuvio Fountain, Small
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
3182  Finial
3183  Bowl
3055-WW  Pedestal
3055-W  Pedestal Piece

LG109-F  Perfetta Fountain
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
LG109  Finial
LG118-B  Sm Bowl
LG109-PH  Pump House
LG109-PHP  P/House Piece
LG112-C  Lg Bowl
LG109-D  Pedestal
257-FM Lion Fountain, Medium
Shown in Charcoal
Consists of:
3058-B Finial Component
3057-P Sm Bowl
3055-WW Sm Spacer
3055-W Sm Spacer Piece
3056 Md Bowl
3055-MW Md Pedestal
3055-MW Md Pedestal Piece

257-F46 Lion Fountain with 46" Basin
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
3058-B Finial Component
3057-P Sm Bowl
3055-WW Sm Spacer
3055-W Sm Spacer Piece
372 46" Basin

257-FMB Lion Fountain with 55" Basin
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
3058-B Finial Component
3057-P Sm Bowl
3055-WW Sm Spacer
3055-W Sm Spacer Piece
3056-P Md Bowl
3055-MWW Md Pedestal
3055-MW Md Pedestal Piece
376 55" Basin

257-FSQ Courtyard Lion Fountain, Small
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
3058-B Finial Component
3057-P Sm Bowl
3055-WW Sm Spacer
3055-W Sm Spacer Piece
3124-S Basin

Fiore Stone, Inc.
© 2019 Fiore Stone, Inc.
257-FMQ  Courtyard Lion Fountain
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
3058-B  Finial Component
3057-P  Bowl, Sm
3055-WW  Spacer, Sm
3055-W  Spacer Piece
3056-P  Bowl, Md
3055-MWW  Spacer, Md
3055-MW  Spacer Piece
3124  Basin

257-F  Large Lion Fountain
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
3058  Finial
3057-P  Bowl, Sm
3055-WW  Spacer, Sm
3055-W  Spacer Piece
3054  Bowl, Lg
3053-L  Pedestal, Left (x2)
3053-R  Pedestal, Right (x2)
Also available for pond:

257-FXL  Lion Fountain, X-Large
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
3058-B  Finial Component
3057-P  Bowl, Sm
3055-WW  Spacer, Sm
3055-W  Spacer Piece
3056-P  Bowl, Md
3055-MW  Spacer, Md
3055-MWW  Spacer Piece
3054  Bowl, Lg
3055-LPH  Pedestal
3055-LPHP  Pedestal Piece
Also available for pond:

257-FXLP  Lion Fountain, Extra Large
with 3054-P  Large Lion Bowl (Plumbed)
See page 88 for pond requirements
258-FLCP Extra Large Lion Fountain — Plumbed
Size h114" w72"
Shown in Bianco
Consists of:
3058-B Finial Component
3057-P Bowl, Sm (Plumbed)
3055 Spacer, Sm
3056-P Bowl, Md (Plumbed)
3055-MW Spacer, Md
3055-MW Spacer Piece
3054-P Bowl, Lg (Plumbed)
3053-PL Pedestal Plumbed, Left (x2)
3053-PR Pedestal Plumbed, Right (x2)
3053-PB Base Pedestal (x4)

Also available:
258-FLU Extra Large Lion Fountain
Lion Pedestals (3053-L & -R) not plumbed
258-FLBU Extra Large Lion Fountain
Bowl (3054) and Lion pedestals (3053-L & -R) not plumbed

Fiore Stone offers a 10’ inside, 12’ outside and 14 inside and 16’ outside diameter basin available as model 3249-12/-16 (See page 90) This contains a permanent sectional basin similar to that shown in this image. Also available, model KP Exterior 2,400 g.p.h. for dealer display use.

Basin not included. Models 257-PL, 258-FLCP and 258-FLU, because of the 3054-P 72” diameter bowl and 3053-P lion pedestals, require a minimum 10’ inside diameter pond/basin and exterior pool type pump and filtration system.
257-PL Large Lion Fountain — Plumbed

Shown in Sienna
Size h97" w72"
Consists of:
3058 Finial
3057-PF Bowl, Flat (Plumbed)
622-BWW Garden Base for #257-PL
622-BW Garden Base Piece
3054-P Bowl, Lg (Plumbed)
3053-PL Pedestal Plumbed, Left (x2)
3053-PR Pedestal Plumbed, Right (x2)
3053-PB Base Pedestal (x4)

Fiore Stone offers a 10' inside, 12' outside and 14 inside and 16' outside diameter basin available as model 3249-12/-16 (See page 90) This contains a permanent sectional basin similar to that shown in this image. Also available, model KP Exterior 2,400 g.p.h. for dealer display use.

Basin not included. Models 257-PL, 258-FLCP and 258-FLU, because of the 3054-P 72" diameter bowl and 3053-P lion pedestals, require a minimum 10' inside diameter pond/basin and exterior pool type pump and filtration system.
2134-F12  3-Tier Four Seasons
Fountain with Bracci Basin

Size h144" w144"
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
3200  Finial
3204-B Bowl, Sm
3206-BCS Spacer, Sm
3204-D Bowl, Lg
3204-PHP Bowl Piece
3206-LPH Spacer, Lg
3206-LPHP Spacer Piece
3204-DXL Bowl, X-Lg
3206 Pedestal
3206-PHP Pedestal Piece
3249 Basin, Base Comp. (x10)
3249-T Basin, Top Comp. (x10)

Also available w/o 12 foot Bracci Basin as model 2134-F or with 16 foot Bracci Basin as 2134-F16

This basin requires a slab cast foundation prepared with plumbing onto which 3249 basin base components must be anchored and water proofed.
2133-F12 3-Tier Cavalli Fountain with 12 Foot Bracci Basin

Size h129½" w144"

Shown in Coffee

Consists of:
- 3200 Finial
- 3204-B Bowl, Sm
- 3078 Spacer, Sm
- 3204-D Bowl, Lg
- 3204-PHP Bowl, Piece
- 3252 Spacer, Lg
- LG112-E Pond Spacer
- LG112-G Pond Spacer Piece
- 3204-DXL Bowl, X-Lg
- 3245 Pedestal, Right (x2)
- 3246 Pedestal, Left (x2)
- 3250 Pedestal (x4)
- 3249-T Basin Top (x10)
- 3249 Basin Base (x10)

Also available without 12 foot basin as model 2133-F or with 16 foot basin as model 2133-F16.

This basin requires a slab cast foundation prepared with plumbing onto which 3249 basin base components must be anchored and water proofed.
679-FQ Scallop Urn Fountain
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
679-S Urn, Small
371-L Large Pedestal
679 Scallop Urn
3085-WW Pump House
3085-W Pump House Piece
3124 Quatrefoil Basin

Also available:
679-F Scallop Urn Fountain with 55" Basin
Size h54" w55"

2137-FAWC Elegante Fountain with Old Euro Basin
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
679-S Urn, Small
371-L Spacer
679 Large Urn
3085-WW Spacer
3085-W Spacer Piece
308 Roma Bowl
307-WW Pump House
307-W Pump House Piece
346 Basin

Also available:
2137-FRB (-FRG) Elegante Fountain with 99.5" Fiore Pond
See Fiore Pond details page 69
2136-F12  2-Tier Cavalli Ftn w/12 Foot Basin
Consists of:
3182  Finial
3183-WL  Bowl, Sm
622-BWW  Spacer
622-BW  Spacer Piece
3185-WL  Bowl, Lg
3245  Pedestal, Right (x2)
3246  Pedestal, Left (x2)
3250  Base Pedestal (x4)
3249-T  Basin 12' Top Component (x10)
3249  Basin 12' Base Component (x10)

Also available w/o 12 foot Bracci Basin as model 2136-F or with 16 foot Bracci Basin as 2136-F16

2080-FL  X-Large Vesuvio Fountain
Consists of:
3182  Finial
7007-BM  Spacer
3183-WL  Bowl, Sm
622-BWW  Spacer, Lg
622-BW  Spacer Piece
3185  Bowl, Lg
3053-L  Pedestal, Left (x2)
3053-R  Pedestal, Right (x2)
3053-PB  Base Pedestal (x4)

Also available 2080-PL with 3185-WL and 3053 Pedestals plumbed

2080-FLS  X-Large Vesuvio Fountain, Short
All shown in Coffee
Consists of:
3182  Finial
7007-BM  Spacer
3183  Bowl, Sm
622-BWW  Spacer, Lg
622-BW  Spacer Piece
3185  Bowl, Lg
3055  Pedestal

Also available 2080-FLSP with 3185-WL bowl plumbed.
**2158-FLOB**

*Plaza Fountain Tall with Octagon Pond, Black*

Shown in Chestnut and Old Stone (pond)

Size h79" w105" iw73"

Consists of:
- 3267-A Finial
- 3267-BP Plumbed Spacer
- 3267-C Spacer
- 3267-PH Pump House
- 3267-PHP P/House Piece
- 3015-WW Pump House
- 3015-W P/House Piece
- 3209 Pond Section (x8)
- RKB Black Tub
- AG-34 Metal Spout (x4)

Also available as Straza Fountain model 2159 and w/o pond as -FLP

**CAUTION:**

Spouts are metal and intentionally rusted for an antique look.

---

**235-FLOB**

*Bella Fountain Tall with Octagon Pond, Black*

Shown in Rustico and Old Stone (pond)

Size h72 1/4" w105" iw73"

Consists of:
- 770 Finial
- 3226-T Plumbed Component
- 3226-B Spacer
- 3226-PHP Spacer Piece
- 3230-L Short Spacer
- 3209 Pond Section (x8)
- RKB Black Tub

Includes 3209-SB Octagon Pond with RKB 11"x88"x84" black polyethylene tub. Also, available in gray as 3209-SG or -FLOG. See page 69 for more details about the 3210 and 3209 Fiore Pond.

Also available w/o basin as model 235-FTP
2159-FT  Straza Fountain
Shown in New Olivo
Consists of:
3267  Plaza Fountain Cap
3267-A  Plaza Top Component
3268-BP  Straza Plumbed Component
3267-C  Plaza Plain Spacer
3267-PH  Plaza Pump House
3267-PHP  Plaza Pump House Piece
3264-B  Plaza AWC Basin Component
3264-SC  Plaza Coping Section Component (x8)
AG-34  Plaza Metal Spout (x4)

Caution: Spouts are metal and will rust!

2158-FT  Plaza Fountain (pictured above)
with 3267-BP Plaza Fleur De Lis Component
Also available:
2158-FTP  Plaza Fountain for Pond (w/o Basin)
2158-FTQ  Plaza Fountain with 3124 Quatrefoil Basin
2159-FTP  Straza Fountain for Pond (w/o Basin)
2159-FTQ  Straza Fountain with 3124 Quatrefoil Basin

The Plaza and Straza Fountains consist of an octagon GFRC basin which is surrounded by eight coping pieces. This innovative design makes this eye-catching fountain.

Note: basin 3264-B should be placed slightly below grade to ensure each 3264-SC can be spaced properly. Please refer to our assembly instructions for “basin style” fountains.
2145-F  Ancient Cross Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
2145-A  Ancient Cross Component
2139-PHP  Pump House Piece
2145-B  Presidio Basin

329-FSQ  Victorian Fountain, Small
Shown in Classic Bisque
Consists of:
329-WD  Pedestal Component
329-PC  Pump Cover Piece
306-TS  Small S/House Top (4)
AG-59  Splash Housing Screens
306-S  Small Splash House (4)
3124-S  Small Basin

229-FSQ  Plinth Fountain, Small
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
3130-S  Small Column
3130-PCS  Small Column Piece
306-TS  Small S/House Top (4)
AG-59  Splash Housing Screen
306-S  Small Splash House (4)
3124-S  Small Basin
235-FQ  Bella Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
770  Bella Ball Finial
3226-T  Plumbed Component
3226-B  Base Pump House Pedestal
3226-PHP  P/House Piece
3124  Quatrefoil Basin

229-FQ  Plinth Column Fountain
Shown in Patina
Consists of:
3130-A  Top Component
3130-B  Base Component
3130-PC  Base Component Piece
306-T  Splash Housing Top (4)
AG-59  S/Housing Screen (4)
306  Splash Housing (4)
3124  Quatrefoil Basin

Also available:
AG-139  Four Light Kit
4 x 12V/1W LED soft-tint lights with 830mA transformer

See page 235 Accessories
2112-FQ Chambers Fountain
Shown in Foreste
Consists of:
672-M Medium Tall Urn
3231 Plumbed Pedestal
3232 Pump House
3232-PC P/House Piece
3124 Quatrefoil Basin
Also available:
2112-FQP 672-M Tall Urn Plumbed
2112-FQO without 672-M Tall Urn

672-MF Tall Urn Fountain, Medium with 55” Basin
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
672-M Medium Tall Urn
3015-WW Square Basin
3015-W Square Basin Piece
376 55” Basin
Also available:
672-LF Tall Urn Fountain, Large with 74” Basin
Size h51” w74”

257-MFQ Jillian Fountain
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
672-M Medium Tall Urn
3015-WW Square Basin
3015-W Square Basin Piece
3124 Basin

Discontinued Basin
Ships with 3124 Quatrefoil Basin (See 672-MFQ)
668-F46  Jardine Fountain w/46” Basin
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
668  Jardine Pot
3085-WW  Pump House
3085-W  Pump House Piece
372  46” Basin

668-F  Jardine Fountain w/55” Basin
Shown in Sedona
Consists of:
668  Jardine Pot
3085-WW  Pump House
3085-W  Pump House Piece
376  55” Basin

670-SF  Mall Planter Fountain, Small
Shown in Sedona
Consists of:
670-S  Small Mall Planter
375-FWW  Pump House
375-FW  Pump House Piece
372  46” Basin

670-XFGB  Mall Planter w/Granite Benches
Shown in Escoboza
Consists of:
670-XL  Mall Planter
6023-T  Bench Top (4)
6004-L  Bench Leg (8)
3086 Base
Also available without benches:
670-XLF  Mall Planter Fountain, X-LG
Size h32½” w40½”
6018-F7 Venetian Urns Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
6018-M Medium Urn
6018-L Large Urn
6018-S Small Urn
3230-M Tall Pedestal
3230-S Medium Pedestal
3230-L Short Pedestal
376-7 Basin

Also available:
6018-FP Venetian Urns Fountain w/o Basin

6082-F7 Elegant Trio Urn Fountain
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
6082-M Medium Urn
6082-L Large Urn
6082-S Small Urn
3230-M Tall Pedestal
3230-S Medium Pedestal
3230-L Short Pedestal
376-7 Basin

Also available:
6082-FP Elegant Trio Urn Fountain w/o Basin
662-LF  Classico Lion Fountain  
Shown in Cantera  
Consists of:  
662-LP  Classico Lion Pot (Plumbed)  
LG169-P  Pump House  
LG169-O  P/House Piece  
376  55" Basin  

249-F  Tomika Urn Fountain with Pedestal  
Shown in Sunset  
Consists of:  
6002 Urn  
3166 Pedestal  

Also available:  
6002-F  Tomika Urn Fountain w/o Pedestal  
Size h19" w19½" bd9¾"  

6003-F  Modern Urn Fountain  
Shown in Coffee  

Also available:  
285-F  Modern Urn Fountain with Pedestal  
Size h29" w19½" bd14"  
Consists of:  
6003 Urn  
3166 Pedestal  

6036-FS  Fern Color Bowl Fountain, Small  
Shown in Meadow  
Consists of:  
6036-S  Small Fern Bowl  
3192-S  Small Spacer  
6036-M  Medium Fern Bowl  

© 2019 Fiore Stone, Inc.
304-FR2 Malay Rock Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
304 Malay Rock
RK2 Reservoir Kit
(Rocks sold separately)

305-FR2 Granite Rock Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
305 Granite Rock
RK2 Reservoir Kit
(Rocks sold separately)

The RK2 & RK3 Reservoir Kits are sub-surface reservoirs that turns any planter or component into an instant water feature.

343-FS3 Modern Spiral Fountain
w/short Coping and 3’ Reservoir Kit
Shown in Natural and New Brownstone
Consists of:
343 Modern Spiral Component
386-SS 3’ Reservoir Coping Set, Short
RK3 Reservoir Kit, 3 foot
AG-142 Bag O’ Rocks

Also available:
343-FT3 with Tall Coping Set
See page 101 Elegant Urn Fountain

Create your own unique fountain combination by using any plumbed component with the RK3 and coping set! (some size/splash must be considered)
**353-FR2 Millhouse Fountain**  
Shown in Vecchio  
Consists of:  
353 Millhouse Component  
RK2 Reservoir Kit, 2 foot  
AG-142 Bag O' Rocks (not included)

**Elegant Urn Fountain Combination**  
Shown in Natural and New Ashstone  
Consists of:  
6082-M Elegant Urn, Medium  
386-S 3’ Reservoir Coping Set, Tall  
RK3 Reservoir Kit, 3 foot  
AG-142 Bag O’ Rocks  

Also available:  
**386-SS 3’ Reservoir Coping Set, Short**

**343-FR2 Modern Spiral Fountain**  
Shown in Coffee  
Consists of:  
343 Modern Spiral Component  
RK2 Reservoir Kit, 2 foot  
AG-142 Bag O’ Rocks (not included)
LG6083-FS Santiago Urn Fountain  
Consists of:  
LG6083-TSF Top Component  
LG6083-BF Base Component  
3263 Napa Saucer

LG6083-FL San Vicente Urn Fountain  
Consists of:  
LG6083-TF Top Component  
LG6083-BF Base Component  
3263 Napa Saucer

LG6085-F Napa Fountain  
Consists of:  
LG6085-C Napa Component  
3263 Napa Saucer  

All shown in Rustico

© 2019 Fiore Stone, Inc.
2151-F Milan Fountain
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
2151 Component
2151-A Ring
2151-B Bowl
AG-142 Rocks

2150-F Eclipse Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
2150 Component
2150-A Ring (x2)
2150-B Bowl
AG-142 Rocks
Also available:
2150-FP Eclipse Fountain with 2150-C Eclipse Pedestal
Size h15 1/2" w14" d7 1/2"

2006-F Chalice Fountain
Shown in Lucca
Consists of:
2006-A Component
2006-APHP Pump Cover
3207 Basin

Please note:
2006-A Chalice Component
Size h39" w36" d8"

© 2019 Fiore Stone, Inc.
2160-FTB  Old World Center Rain Fountain with Bowl
Shown in Patina
Consists of:
386-A  Top Component
386-B  Rain Component
386-C  Bowl
386-D  Short Column
386-G  Coping Component (x2)
RK3  Reservoir Kit
Consists of (cont’d):
AG-50  Center Rain Plate
Optional Lighting (Page 234)
AG-46  Ring LED Light (Top)
AG-132  Single LED Light Kit (Bottom)

2160-FTC  Old World Center Rain Fountain with Column
Shown in New Lucca
Consists of:
386-A  Top Component
386-B  Rain Component
386-E  Tall Column
386-C  Coping Component (x2)
RK3  Reservoir Kit
AG-50  Center Rain Plate
Other configuration options:
2160-FP  For Pond
2160-FPB  w/Bowl for Pond
2160-FPC  w/column for Pond
2160-FT  Old World C/Rain, Tall
2160-FSB  w/Bowl Short
2160-FSC  w/Column Short

2160-FS  Old World Center Rain Fountain, Short
Shown in Patina
Consists of:
386-A  Top Component
386-B  Rain Component
386-F  Coping Component (x2)
RK3  Reservoir Kit
AG-50  Center Rain Plate

CAUTION: All rain series fountain are unique in design and features relatively thin concrete surfaces which may develop hairline fractures. These items are reinforced internally with rebar. Small cosmetic fractures are not uncommon with concrete and there no manufacturers warranties.
2162-FBB  Smooth Center Rain Ftn w/Square Basin and Bowl
Consists of:
- 392-A  Top Component
- 392-B  Rain Component
- 386-C  Bowl
- 386-D  Short Column
- 2005-E  Smooth Square Basin
- AG-50  Center Rain Plate

Other configuration options:
- 2162-FB  w/Smooth Basin, Only
- 2162-FP  For Pond
- 2162-FPB  w/Bowl for Pond
- 2162-FPC  w/column for Pond
- 2162-FT  w/386-S Tall Coping

2162-FBC  Smooth Center Rain Fnt w/S. Basin and Column
Consists of:
- 392-A  Top Component
- 392-B  Rain Component
- 386-E  Tall Column
- 386-G  Coping Component (x2)
- 2005-E  Smooth Square Basin
- AG-50  Center Rain Plate

Configuration options (cont’d):
- 2162-FTB  C/Rain w/Bowl, Tall
- 2162-FS  C/Rain, Short
- 2162-FSB  w/Bowl Short
- 2162-FSC  w/Column Short

2162-FTC  Smooth Center Rain Ftn, Tall w/Column
Consists of:
- 392-A  Top Component
- 392-B  Rain Component
- 386-E  Tall Column
- 386-G  Coping Component (x2)
- RK3  Reservoir Kit
- AG-50  Center Rain Plate

All shown in New Brownstone
2161-FTS  Old World Curtain Rain Fountain, Tall w/Sphere
Shown in New Lucca
Consists of:
386-A  Top Component
386-B  Rain Component
7007-MP  Sphere
386-D  Short Column
386-G  Coping Component (x2)
RK3  Reservoir Kit

Consists of (cont’d):
AG-51  Curtain Rain Plate

2161-FTC  Old World Curtain Rain Fountain w/Column, Tall
Shown in New Ashstone
Consists of:
386-A  Top Component
386-B  Rain Component
386-E  Tall Column
386-G  Coping Component (x2)
RK3  Reservoir Kit
AG-51  Curtain Rain Plate

Consists of (cont’d):
AG-51  Curtain Rain Plate

Other configuration options:
2161-FTP  For Pond
2161-FPS  w/Sphere for Pond
2161-FPC  w/Column for Pond
2161-FSC  w/Column, Short
2161-FT  Old World Curtain Rain Fountain, Tall
Shown in New Lucca
Consists of:
386-A  Top Component
386-B  Rain Component
386-G  Coping Component (x2)
RK3  Reservoir Kit
AG-51  Curtain Rain Plate

CAUTION: All rain series fountain are unique in design and features relatively thin concrete surfaces which may develop hairline fractures. These items are reinforced internally with rebar. Small cosmetic fractures are not uncommon with concrete and there no manufacturers warranties.
2163-FSC Smooth Curtain Rain Ftn w/Column, Short
Shown in New Brownstone
Consists of:
392-A  Top Component
392-B  Rain Component
386-C  Bowl
386-F  Coping Comp., Short (x2)
RK3  Reservoir Kit
AG-51  Curtain Rain Plate

Other configuration options:
2163-FBC  w/Column and S.Basin
2163-FBS  w/Sphere and S.Basin
2163-FP  For Pond
2163-FPC  w/column for Pond
2163-FPS  w/Sphere for Pond
2163-FT  Smooth C/Rain, Tall
2163-FTC  w/Column, Tall
2163-FTS  w/Sphere, Tall
2163-FS  Smooth C/Rain, Short
2163-FSS  w/Sphere, Short

Optional Lighting (Page 234)
AG-46  Ring LED Light (Top)
AG-132  Single LED Light Kit (Bottom)

2163-FB Smooth Curtain Rain Fountain w/Square Basin
Shown in Patina
Consists of:
392-A  Top Component
392-B  Rain Component
386-E  Tall Column
2005-E  Smooth Square Basin
AG-51  Curtain Rain Plate

2163-FB  h60" w36"

2163-FSC  h62" w42"

2163-FB  h60" w36"

© 2019 Fiore Stone, Inc.
2019-FR2 Stonehenge Fountain with RK2 Reservoir Kit

Size h66¼" w66 d20 (24" RK2)

Shown in Granite Moss

Consists of:
- 396-T Stonehenge Top Component
- 396-A Stonehenge Pillar (x2)
- RK2 Reservoir Kit 2'
- AG-65 Stonehenge Rain Kit
2019-FR2 Stonehenge Fountain w/RK2 Reservoir Kit
Size h66 3/4" w66 d20" (24" RK2)
Shown in Granite Moss
Consists of:
396-T Stonehenge Top Component
396-A Stonehenge Pillar (x2)
RK2 Reservoir Kit 2'
AG-65 Stonehenge Rain Kit

2019-F Stonehenge Fountain
Size h66 3/4" w66 d27"
Shown in Granite Moss
Consists of:
396-T Stonehenge Top
396-A Stonehenge Pillar (x2)
628 Stonehenge Planter
AG-65 Stonehenge Rain Kit
241-F  Octagon Rain Fountain (2)
Shown in Vintage Stone
Consists of:
3013-T  Octagon Rain Top
3013  Octagon Rain Component
AG-70  Cylinder Rain Kit (for 241-F)

297-F  Small Square Rain Fountain (2)
Shown in Silver Dove
Consists of:
3014-2  Small Square Rain Top
3014  Small Square Rain Component
AG-71  Small Square Rain Kit

298-FB  Cylinder Rain Ftn w/Basin (1,2)
Shown in New Olivo
Consists of:
298-FL without part no. 626

LIGHTING OPTIONS (see page 234-235)
(1) One AG-46  Large Ring LED Light (Top)
(2) One AG-132  Single LED Light Kit (Bottom)
Both lights are shown with 298-F and 298-FL
298-F Cylinder Rain Fountain (1,2)
Size h49 3/4" w16 bd14 1/4"
Shown in Natural
Consists of:
3011-T Cylinder Rain Top Component
3011 Cylinder Rain Component
626 Cylinder Planter
AG-70 Cylinder Rain Kit

298-FL Cylinder Rain Fountain, Large (1,2)
Shown in New Olivo
Consists of:
LG146-B Simbola Basin, Small
LG146-PC Simbola Pump Cover, Small
in addition to 298-F with part no. 626

LIGHTING OPTIONS (See page 234-235)
(1) One AG-46 Large Ring LED Light (Top)
(2) One AG-132 Single LED Light Kit (Bottom)
Both lights are shown with 298-F and 298-FL
608-FR2  **Santa Barbara Fountain with 2' Reservoir**
Shown in Granite Moss
Consists of:
608-P  Component  
RK2  Reservoir Kit (2')

609-FR2  **Cardiff Fountain with 2' Reservoir**
Shown in Granite Moss
Consists of:
609-P  Component  
RK2  Reservoir Kit (2')

285-FL  **Modern Urn Ftn, Lg**
Shown in Vecchio
Consists of:
6003  Modern Urn  
3163-WW  Pump House  
3163-W  P/House Piece  
3156-E  Keppu Bowl

249-FL  **Tomika Urn Ftn, Lg**
Shown in Vecchio
Consists of:
3166  Tomika Urn  
3163-WW  Pump House  
3163-W  P/House Piece  
3156-E  Keppu Bowl

285-FL  **h27" w31¼"**
2066-FT3  3-Tier Quadrate Fountain
Shown in Country Oak
Consists of:
3143  Finial
3144  Bowl w/Lips, Sm
3145  Spacer, Md
3146  Bowl w/Lips, Md
3150-WW  Spacer, Lg
3150-W  Spacer Piece
3148  Bowl, X-Lg
3149-PH  Pedestal
3149-PHP  Pedestal Piece

2066-FT2  2-Tier Quadrate Fountain
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
3143  Finial
3144  Bowl w/Lips, Sm
3147-WW  Spacer, Sm
3147-W  Spacer Piece
3151  Bowl, Lg
3152  Pedestal

252-F Bamboo Fountain
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
3163  Top Component
3163-WW  Pump House
3163-W  P/House Piece
3156-E  Bowl
3156-F  Pedestal
214-F Garden Sphere Fountain, Tall
Shown in Sienna
Consists of:
7007-MP Garden Sphere
7007-BM Garden Sphere Base
2139-PH Pump House
2139-PHP P/House Piece
2149-B Bowl
2152 Pedestal

LG146-FS Simbola Fountain, Short
Shown in Lucca
Consists of:
LG146 Ball Finial
LG146-A Column
LG146-PC Pump Cover
LG146-B Basin

2071-F Garden Sphere Fountain
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
7007-MP Garden Sphere
3147-WW Spacer, Sm
3147-W Spacer Piece
3151 Bowl
3152 Pedestal
2127-FT2 Zen Fountain 2-Tier
Shown in Foreste
Consists of:
7007-MP Garden Sphere
7007-BM Sphere Base
6026-LWL Bowl w/Lips
6026-LPHP P/House Piece
6016-XL Bowl
3180 Pedestal

2127-F Zen Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
7007-MP Garden Sphere
3163-WW Pump House
3163-W P/House Piece
6016-XL Bowl
3180 Pedestal

2127-FS Zen Fountain, Short
Shown in Escobozza
Consists of:
7007-MP Garden Sphere
7007-BM Sphere Base
6026-LWL Bowl w/Lips
6026-LPHP P/House Piece
6026-XL Bowl with Base
CB-2L  2-Tier Color Bowl Fountain
Shown in Brownstone
Consists of:
6026-SWL  Bowl with Lips
6026-L  Bowl with Base

CB-3TL  3-Tier Color Bowl Fountain, Tall with Lips
Shown in Foreste
Consists of:
6026-SWL  Bowl with Lips
6026-LWL  Bowl with lips, Lg
6026-LPHP  Bowl Piece
6016-XL  Bowl, X-Lg
3180  Pedestal

CB-3L  3-Tier Color Bowl Fountain with Lips
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
6026-SWL  Bowl with Lips
6026-LWL  Bowl with lips, Lg
6026-LPHP  Bowl Piece
6026-XL  Bowl w/Base, X-Lg

CB-2L  h19½" w22" bd15½"
CB-3L  h30" w32" bd21½"
CB-3TL  h43" w32" bd15½"
CB-2TL  2-Tier Color Bowl Fountain, Tall with Lips
Size h31" w22" bd12"
Shown in Olivo
Consists of:
6026-SWL  Bowl with Lips
6016-L  Bowl
3181  Pedestal
CB-4T 4-Tier Color Bowl Fountain, Tall
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
6026-S Bowl w/Base, Sm
6026-M Bowl w/Base, Md
6026-L Bowl w/Base, Lg
6016-XL Bowl, X-Lg
3180 Pedestal

CB-4 4-Tier Color Bowl Ftn
Shown in Brownstone
Consists of:
6026-S Bowl w/Base, Sm
6026-M Bowl w/Base, Md
6026-L Bowl w/Base, Lg
6026-XL Bowl w/Base, X-Lg

CB-3 3-Tier Color Bowl Ftn
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
6026-S Bowl w/Base, Sm
6026-M Bowl w/Base, Md
6026-L Bowl w/Base, Lg

CB-3T 3-Tier Color Bowl Fountain, Tall
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
6026-S Bowl w/Base, Sm
6026-M Bowl w/Base, Md
6016-L Bowl, Lg
3181 Pedestal
2000-F Tranquility Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
397 Tranquility Plate Component
6026-XL Color Bowl with Base
AG-46ST Ring Light with 1/2" Barb

2001-F Tranquility Fountain, Smooth
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
397 Tranquility Plate Component
320-B Novi Bowl
AG-46ST Ring Light with 1/2" Barb

2000-FB Tranquility Fountain with Base
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
397 Tranquility Plate Component
6016-XL Color Bowl, Large
AG-46ST Ring Light with 1/2" Barb

(See accessories page 234)
LG161-F1 Petite Flame Fountain
Shown in Lucca
Consists of:
LG161-1 Flame Finial
LG161-A Plate
LG161-B Base
AG-46ST Ring LED

LG161-F2 Petite Jars Fountain
Shown in Granite Moss
Consists of:
LG161-2 Jars Finial
LG161-A Plate
LG161-B Base
AG-46ST Ring LED

LG161-F3 Petite Spiral Fountain
Shown in Olivo
Consists of:
LG161-3 Spiral Finial
LG161-A Plate
LG161-B Base
AG-46ST Ring LED

LG161-F4 Petite Sphere Fountain
Shown in Granite Moss
Consists of:
LG161-4 Sphere Finial
LG161-A Plate
LG161-B Base
AG-46ST Ring LED
LG161-F5 *Petite Frog Fountain*
Shown in Olivo
Consists of:
- LG161-5 Frog Finial
- LG161-A Plate
- LG161-B Base
- AG-46ST Ring LED

LG161-F6 *Petite Bowl Fountain*
Shown in Granite Moss
Consists of:
- LG161-6 Bowl Finial
- LG161-B Base
- AG-46ST Ring LED

LG161-F7 *Petite Rocks Fountain*
Shown in Lucca
Consists of:
- LG161-7 Rocks
- LG161-A Plate
- LG161-B Base
- AG-46ST Ring LED

LG161-F8 *Petite Stratiform Fountain*
Shown in Lucca
Consists of:
- LG161-8 Stratiform
- LG161-A Plate
- LG161-B Base
- AG-46ST Ring LED

*LED included*
**511-FT** Zen Frog Fountain, Tall

Consists of:
- 511 Zen Frog
- 377-C Chain Ftn Cover
- 371-D Pump House
- 377-BC Chain Ftn Bowl w/Slip
- LG143-CS Pedestal

**511-F** Zen Frog Fountain

Consists of:
- 511 Zen Frog
- 377-C Chain Ftn Cover
- 371-D Pump House
- 377-BC Chain Ftn Bowl w/Slip

All shown in Meadow with AG-46ST Small Ring Light (*Not Included*) See page 234

**592-FS** Koi Fish Fountain

Shown in Cantera

Consists of:
- 592 Koi Fish
- 367-D Bowl
- 367 Swirl Pedestal

---

**Fiorelli Stone, Inc.**

---

**592-FS**

h38” w27”

bd12”
**2015-F Happy Frog Fountain**
Shown in Autumn Leaf
*Consists of:*
3070 Lily Pad
3069 Pond Component

**513 Frogger**
Size h5½" w6" bw5" bd3"
Shown in Meadow
Plumbed with ½" od Vinyl

**514-F36 Frogs on Love Seat Fountain**
Shown in Bronze
*Consists of:*
514-U Umbrella
514-F Frogs (2ea.)
514-S Love Seat
368 Pump House
321 36" Bowl
367 Pedestal
276-F  Lighthouse on Island Fountain
Shown in Natural
Consists of:
382-T  Lighthouse Top
382  Lighthouse Component
378-A  Pond
382-W  Window Piece
378-B  Pedestal

277-F  Lighthouse on Cliff Fountain
Shown in Brownstone
Consists of:
383-T  Lighthouse Top
383  Lighthouse Component
3044  Bowl
3052  Pedestal

264-F  Duck Fountain
Shown in Cantera
Consists of:
264  Ducks on Rocks
378-A  Pond
378-B  Pedestal
274-F Romance Fountain
Shown in Chateau
Consists of:
562-L Pigeon, Left
562-R Pigeon, Right
274 Top Component
380 Romance Shell
380-A Romance Base

2010-F Playful Pups Fountain
Shown in Sandalwood
Consists of:
3065 Playful Pups Top
360 Pebble Shell Bowl
360-B Pebble Pedestal

2009-F Bunny Fountain
Shown in Charcoal
Consists of:
3064 Bunny Component
360 Pebble Shell Bowl
360-B Pebble Pedestal
**RGS-GB  Grizzly Bear Fountain**  
Shown in Country Oak  
*Consists of:*  
- 3035-G  Single Grizzly  
- 3034-G  Grizzly Bear Finial  
- 3059  Bluff Component  
- 380  Romance Shell  
- 380-A  Romance Base  

**BBS-BF  Bear Family Fountain**  
Shown in Coffee  
*Consists of:*  
- 3033  Top Component  
- 3029  Pump Cover  
- 3028  B/Brook Component  

**RGS-EF  Elephant Family Fountain**  
Shown in Charcoal  
*Consists of:*  
- 3037  Elephant Component  
- 380  Romance Shell  
- 380-A  Romance Base
280-FT4  Otter Fountain  
Shown in Winter Plum  
Consists of:  
387-A  Otter Finial  
387-B  Bowl, Sm  
387-I  Pedestal, X-tall  
387-C  Bowl, Md  
387-H  Pedestal, Tall  
387-D  Bowl, Lg  
387-G  Pedestal, Md  
387-J  Otter P/House  
387-E  Bowl, X-Lg  
387-F  Pedestal, Short

283-F/CT  Mischief Fountain  
Shown in Color Accent  
Consists of:  
389-A/CT  Tall Pedestal  
389-B/CT  Medium Pedestal  
389-E/CT  Single Mischief  
389-D/CT  Pump Cover  
389-C/CT  Short Pedestal
RGS-DL  Dolphins Fountain
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
3036  Dolphin Component
380  Bowl
380-A  Pedestal

2007-F44  Dolphins Fountain
with Shell Bowl
Shown in Meadow
Consists of:
3036-A  Dolphins with 2-Holes
323  Pump House
323-W  P/House Piece
311  Bowl
301-U  Pedestal

279-WS  Boy on Dolphins Ftn
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
279  Boy on Dolphins
3068  Bowl
3068-B  Pedestal

2007-F5  Dolphins Fountain
with Octagon Bowl
Shown in Cantera
Consists of:
3036-A  Dolphins with 2-Holes
324  Pump House
324-W  P/House Piece
318  Bowl
302  Pedestal
206-F5  Amena Fountain
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
206  Amena
324  Pump House
324-W  P/House Piece
318  Bowl
302  Pedestal

202-SF  Rebecca Ftn, Small
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
202-S  Rebecca
322-R  Bowl
424-B  Pedestal

228-F5  Adella Fountain
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
3122  Adella
324  Pump House
324-W  P/House Piece
318  Bowl
302  Pedestal
2033-F  Three Graces Fountain, Small  
Shown in Patina  
Consists of:  
3114-A  Finial  
3116  Bowl  
200-A  Three Graces

200-F5S  Three Graces Fountain  
Shown in Country Oak  
Consists of:  
366  Pineapple  
312  Shell Bowl w/Holes  
200-A  Three Graces  
324  Pump House  
324-W  P/House Piece  
318-S  Bowl  
302  Pedestal

200-F5  Three Graces Fountain with Octagon Bowl  
Shown in Classic White  
Consists of:  
366  Pineapple  
344  30" Octagon Dish w/Holes  
200-A  Three Graces  
324  Large Pump House  
324-W  Large P/House Piece  
318  54" Octagon Bowl  
302  Plain Pedestal
**227-F5S Springtime Fountain**

Shown in Classic Bisque

Consists of:
340  25" Umbrella
340-P  Pipe for Umbrella
227  Springtime
324  Pump House
324-W  P/House Piece
318-S  Bowl
302  Pedestal

**227-F5 Springtime Fountain in Octagon Bowl**

Shown in Classic Bisque

Consists of:
340  25" Umbrella
340-P  Pipe for Umbrella
227  Springtime
324  Pump House
324-W  P/House Piece
318  Bowl
302  Pedestal

**265-F Country Girl Fountain**

Shown in Brownstone

Consists of:
265  Component
265-PC  Pump Cover
**CBS-BB Big Brother Fountain**
Shown in Cantera
Consists of:
- 255 Big Brother
- 3044 Bowl
- 3052 Pedestal

**227-SR Springtime Fountain**
Shown in Patina
Consists of:
- 227 Springtime
- 331 Bowl
- 333 Pedestal
250-F5S  Three Water Nymphs Fountain
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
251  Bashful Boys
312  Bowl, Sm
250  Three Water Nymphs
324  Pump House
324-W  PHouse Piece
318-S  Bowl, Lg
302  Pedestal

237-F44D  Sweetheart 2 Tier Fountain
Shown in Classic Bisque
Consists of:
341  12” Umbrella
237-S  Sweetheart
358  Bowl, Sm
359-WW  Pump House
359-W  PHouse Piece
311  Bowl, Lg
301-U  Pedestal

251-F44D  Bashful Boys Fountain
Shown in Silver Dove
Consists of:
251  Bashful Boys Finial
358  Bowl, Small
359-WW  Pump House
359-W  PHouse Piece
311  Bowl, Lg
301-U  Pedestal
BBS-AN Angelica Fountain
Shown in Sedona
Consists of:
317 Angelica Angel
3029 Pump Cover
3028 B/Brook Component

2014-F Pouring Angel Fountain
Shown in Winter Plum
Consists of:
3071 Top Component
3068 Bowl
3068-B Pedestal
2008-F  Courtship Fountain
Shown in Classic Bisque
Consists of:
3063  Top Component
360  Bowl
360-B  Pedestal

2012-F  St. Francis Fountain
Shown in Marble
Consists of:
3067  St. Francis Component
360  Bowl
360-B  Pedestal

2008-CA3  Courtship Cascade
Shown in Briar
Consists of:
381-G  Finial
381-D  Bowl, Sm
381-C  Pedestal, Tall
381-E  Bowl, Md
381-B  Pedestal, Md
3063  Courtship Component
381-H  Pump Cover (flat)
381-F  Bowl, Lg
381-A  Pedestal, Short
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2057-F Reflective Moment Fountain
Shown in Olivo
Consists of:
2057-P Reflective Moment (Plumbed)
332 Pump House
308 Bowl
308-B Pedestal

Also available:
2057 Reflective Moment Planter (statue only)
Size h34" w14½"

Fiore Stone, Inc.
**233-SC Piping Boy Fountain**

Shown in Olivo

Consists of:
- 233 Piping Boy
- 330 Bowl
- 332 Pedestal

**211-FS Rose Boy Fountain**

Shown in Patina

Consists of:
- 211-S Rose Boy
- 322-R Bowl
- 424-B Pedestal

**208-F44 Cornucopia Fountain**

Shown in Winter Plum

Consists of:
- 342 Bowl, Sm
- 208 Cornucopia
- 323 Pump House
- 323-W P/House Piece
- 311 Bowl, Lg
- 301-U Pedestal

Also available:

**208-F5 Cornucopia Fountain with Octagon Bowl**

Size h56" w54" bd18¾"
CBS-SS  Springtime Fountain, Small
Shown in Mable
Consists of:
3047  Springtime, Sm
3044  Bowl
3052  Pedestal

CBS-GG  Garden Girl Fountain
Shown in Charcoal
Consists of:
3046  Garden Girl
3044  Bowl
3052  Pedestal

238-F  Colette Fountain
Shown in Olivo

216-SC  Adrienne Fountain
Shown in Patina
Consists of:
216  Adrienne
330  Bowl
332  Pedestal
BBS-MI  Miner Fountain
Shown in Cantera
Consists of:
3027-M  Miner Component
3029  Pump Cover
3028  B/Brook Component

267-FP  Rock Fountain with Pond Pedestal
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
267-M  Mushroom
267-PC  P/House Piece
267  Rock Component
378-B  Pond Pedestal
Also available:
267-F  Rock Fountain
Size h19" w24"

286-F  Forty-Niner Fountain
Shown in Flax
Consists of:
286  Forty-Niner
393-A  Shell
393-B  Base
2016-FP  Serenity Fountain with Pedestal
Shown in Classic Bisque
Consists of:
3073  Serenity Component
3072  Pump Cover
371-C  Pedestal

2016-F  Serenity Fountain
Shown in Cantera
Consists of:
3073  Serenity Component
3072  Pump Cover

2024-F  Serenity Fountain, Large
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
3087  Finial
3086  Pond
3085  Pond Base

2038-F  Contemporary Fountain
Shown in Sedona
Consists of:
3110  Finial
3086-P  Pond w/Pipe
3085  Pond Base

2016-FP
h24” w15” bd8½”

2016-F
h8” w15”

2024-F
h27” w33” bd21”

2038-F
h27” w33” bd21”
247-F1 Laguna Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
243-1 Starfish Plate
247 Laguna Component

253-F Ensenada Fountain
Shown in Old Stone
Consists of:
253 Ensenada Component

246-F4 Sandstone Fountain
Shown in Vintage Stone
Consists of:
243-4 Sandstone Plate
337 Cylinder Basin

246-F5 Pebbles Fountain
Shown in Vintage Stone with
516 Tweety (Not included)
Consists of:
243-5 Pebbles Plate
337 Cylinder Basin

Also available:
246-F1 Starfish
246-F2 Maple
246-F3 Dragonfly
See Page 150

516 Tweety - Page 199
299-F Large Rock Fountain
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
3003 Top Component
3005 Basin
3004 Pump Cover
3006 Pedestal

2049-F Yosemite Fountain
Shown in Cedar Rust
Consists of:
3120-T Top Component
3120-C Pump Cover
3120-B Basin Component

2050-F Yosemite Fountain, Small
Shown in Cedar Rust
Consists of:
3120-C Pump Cover
3120-B Basin Component
**CA-3 Cascade Fountain**
Shown in Briar
Consists of:
- 381-G Finial
- 381-D Bowl, Sm
- 381-C Pedestal, Tall
- 381-E Bowl, Md
- 381-B Pedestal, Md
- 381-I Pump Cover (Rough)
- 381-F Bowl, Lg
- 381-A Pedestal, Short

**281-F Flagstone Fountain**
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
- 388-A Bowl, Sm
- 388-C Pedestal
- 388-B Bowl, Md
- 388-D Pump House
- 388-E Pump Cover
- 389 Basin

**2040-FT4 Aggregate Fountain**
Shown in Winter Plum
Consists of:
- 387-AA Finial
- 387-B Bowl, Sm
- 387-I Pedestal, X-Tall
- 387-C Bowl, Md
- 387-H Pedestal, Tall
- 387-D Bowl, Lg
- 387-G Pedestal, Md
- 387-JA Pump Cover
- 387-E Bowl, X-Lg
- 387-F Pedestal, Short
2121-FCWM  Corner Courtyard Fountain, Medium
Shown in Foreste
Consists of:
3248-A  Top Component
3248-BL  Bowl, Sm
3248-PCS  P/Cover
3248-C  Bowl, Md
3248-PCM  P/Cover

2121-FCWS  Corner Courtyard Fountain, Small
Shown in Vecchio
Consists of:
3248-A  Top Component
3248-PCS  Pump Cover
3248-B  Bowl

2121-FCW  Corner Courtyard Fountain, Large
Shown in Escoboza
Consists of:
3248-A  Top Component
3248-BL  Bowl, Sm
3248-PCS  P/Cover
3248-CL  Bowl, Md
3248-PCM  P/Cover
3248-D  Bowl, Lg
3248-PCL  P/Cover
2041-FS Corner Rock Fountain, Small
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
3111  C/Rock Finial
3112  C/Rock Pond
3112-PC  Pond P/Cover

2041-FM Corner Rock Fountain, Medium
Shown in Sedona
Consists of:
3111  C/Rock Finial
3112-L  Pond w/Lips, Sm
3112-PC  Pond P/Cover
3108  C/Rock Pond, Md
3108-PC  Pond P/Cover

2041-F Corner Rock Fountain
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
3111  C/Rock Finial
3112-L  Pond w/Lips, Sm
3112-PC  Pond P/Cover
3108-L  Pond w/Lips, Md
3108-PC  Pond P/Cover
3109  C/Rock Pond, Lg
3109-PC  C/Rock P/Cover
2128-F Rainbow Falls Fountain
Shown in New Brownstone
Consists of:
3256  Top Component
3256-A  Spacer, Left
3256-B  Spacer, Right
3256-C  Pedestal, Left
3256-D  Pedestal, Right
3256-E  Basin Coping, Rear
3256-G  Basin Coping, Front
3256-H  Basin
3256-I  Pump Cover

2128-FB13 Rainbow Falls Fountain with 3' Bench
Shown in New Ashstone
Consists of:
3256  Top Component
3256-A  Spacer, Left (2)
3256-B  Spacer, Right
3256-C  Pedestal, Left
3256-D  Pedestal, Right
6004-T  3' Granite Bench Top
3256-E  Basin Coping, Rear
3256-G  Basin Coping, Front
3256-H  Basin
3256-I  Pump Cover

other available configurations:
2128-FB23 Rainbow Falls Fountain with two 3' Benches
2128-FB14 Rainbow Falls Fountain with 4' Bench
2128-FB24 Rainbow Falls Fountain with two 4' Benches
2128-FB34 Rainbow Falls Fountain with a 3' & 4' Bench
2121-FW  Courtyard Cascade Fountain
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
3236-B  Top Component
3236-C  Middle Component
3236-E  Pump Cover
3236-D  Basin

2121-FP  Courtyard Cascade Fountain, Large
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
3236-A  Flower Box
3236-B  Top Component (4)
3236-C  Middle Component (4)
3236-E  Pump Cover (8)
3236-D  Basin (4)
3236-F  Triangle Box (4)

Also available:
2121-F w/o Triangle Boxes (3236-F)
Size h38" w85" d85"
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Vera Fountain, Small
Size h7" d19½" bd18"

242-F1 Starfish
242-F2 Pebbles
242-F3 Sanddollar
242-F4 Fleur De Lis
Shown in Old Stone
Consists of:
3223-S Vera Basin, Small
and 242-1 Starfish Plate, Small
or 242-2 Pebbles Plate, Small
or 242-3 Sanddollar Plate, Small
or 242-4 Fleur De Lis Plate, Small

Vera Fountain, Large
Size h10½" d32½" bd30"

243-F1 Starfish
243-F2 Maple Leaf
243-F3 Dragonfly
243-F4 Sandstone
243-F5 Pebbles
Shown in Old Stone
Consists of:
3223-L Vera Basin, Large
and 243-1 Starfish Plate, Large
or 243-2 Maple Leaf Plate Large
or 243-3 Dragonfly Plate, Large
or 243-4 Sandstone Plate, Large
or 243-5 Pebbles Plate, Large
219-F Moderno Fountain
Size h28½" w27¼" d28½"
Shown in Old Stone
Consists of:
300-A Moderno Component, Large
300-C Moderno Component, Medium
300-B Moderno Basin Component

Moderno Components Large and Medium are planters with drains and feature some plumbing inside.

Interior Planter Space:
300-C h23½" w9¾" (7½")
300-A h27¾" w11½" (8¾")
631-M Malibu Planter, Medium
Size h26½" d24" bw17½"

631-L Malibu Planter, Large
Size h32" d28" bw20¼"
Both shown in Rustico

630-S Cubis Planter, Small
Size h12¾" w20½" iw17" bw9"

630-L Cubis Planter, Large
Size h20" d28" iw24½" bw13"
Both shown in Satin Black
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Moderno Planters

6058-S  Square Planter, Small
Size h13" w14" d14"

6058-M  Square Planter, Medium
Size h16" w17" d17"

6058-L  Square Planter, Large
Size h21" w22" d22"

6059-S  Tapered Planter, Small
Size h15" w18" bw15" d18" bd15"

6059-M  Tapered Planter, Medium
Size h17" w20" bw17" d20" bd17"

6059-L  Tapered Planter, Large
Size h20½" w24" bw21" d24" bd21"

6057-S  Rectangle Planter, Small
Size h11" w23" d12"

6057-M  Rectangle Planter, Medium
Size h14¾" w31" d15"

6057-L  Rectangle Planter, Large
Size h17¾" w39" d18"

6060-M  Vase Planter, Medium
Size h25" w13" bw11" d13" bd11"

6060-L  Vase Planter, Large
Size h28" w14¾" bw12" d14¼" bd12"

All shown in Old Stone
624-S  Madera Square Planter, Small
Size h14" w14" d14"

624-M  Madera Square Planter, Medium
Size h16" w17" d17"

624-L  Madera Square Planter, Large
Size h21" w22" d22"
All shown in Old Stone

625-L  Madera Rectangular Planter, Large
Size h54" w20½" b12½"
Shown in Chestnut
LG146-C Simbola Planter, Tall
Size h27" w14¼"

LG146-A Simbola Planter, Short
Size h19" w14¼"

626 Cylinder Planter
Size h12" od14¼" id11½"
Shown with LG146-A and LG146-C in New Olivo

6016-S Color Bowl, Small
Size h5" w11½" bd4¼"

6016-M Color Bowl, Medium
Size h6" w15½" bd6½"

6016-L Color Bowl, Large
Size h7½" w22" bd8¼"

6016-XL Color Bowl, Extra Large
Size h10½" w32" bd13½"
All shown in Meadow

6026-S Color Bowl w/Base, Small
Size h7½" w12" bd4¼"
Shown in Meadow

6026-M Color Bowl w/Base, Medium
Size h15" w11" bd12½"

6026-L Color Bowl w/Base, Large
Size h15" w22" bd15½"

6026-XL Color Bowl w/Base, X-Large
Size h20" w32" bd21½"
Driftwood Planter
h4" w12" bw11"

Campfire Rock Cluster
h8 1/2" w5 1/2" bd3"
(no drain)

Anelli Saucer Small
h3 3/4" w17" id13 1/4" bp2 1/4"
610-S  Honey Jar, Small
Size h9½” w12” bd8”

610-M  Honey Jar, Medium
Size h13” w16½” bd12”

610-L  Honey Jar, Large
Size h18” w21½” bd16”
All shown in Old Stone
655  Square Planter, Large
Size h26" w28" bw21½"
All shown in Briar

615  Planter with Legs
Color Country Oak
Consists of:
615-P  Planter
615-L  Leg (2)

674-PL, -PM, -PS

674-PS  Plain Ancient Rectangular Planter, Small
Size h10" w25" d10½"

674-PM  Plain Ancient Rectangular Planter, Medium
Size h12" w29" d15½"

674-PL  Plain Ancient Rectangular Planter, Large
Size h14½" w35" d18¾"
Shown in Marble

6056  Ancient Ruin Planter
Shown in Vecchio

See page 181 for available saucers
6093-S Square Fleur Planter, Small
6093-M Square Fleur Planter, Medium
6093-L Square Fleur Planter, Large
  Shown in Natural

LG6073 Square Oswego Planter
  Shown in Bronze

LG6070 Rectangle Oswego Planter
  Shown in Palomino

6001-S Mediterranean Planter, Small
  Shown in Palomino

6001 Mediterranean Planter, Medium
  Shown in Mojave

6001-L Mediterranean Planter, Large
  Shown in Palomino

See page 181 for available saucers
LG6081-S  Anelli Pot, Small  
Size h16" w18" bd10"

LG6081-M  Anelli Pot, Medium  
Size h21½" w24" bd14"

LG6081-L  Anelli Pot, Large  
Size h25½" w31½" bd20"

LG6081-XL  Anelli Pot, Extra Large  
Size h30" w35½" bd24"

All shown in Rustico
Saucers not included, see page 181

6013-L, -M, -S

6013-S  Terrace Planter, Small  
Size h16" w17½" bd11½"

6013-M  Terrace Planter, Medium  
Size h21" w22½" bd13¾"

6013-L  Terrace Planter, Large  
Size h26" w27½" bd16¾"

All shown in Flax

Also available:
6013-XL  Terrace Planter, Extra Large  
Size h32½" w35" bd21"

See page 181 for available saucers
LG6082-XS  Tuscan Pot, Extra Small
Size h13½" w15" bd9½"

LG6082-S  Tuscan Pot, Small
Size h18" w19½" bd11½"

LG6082-M  Tuscan Pot, Medium
Size h21" w24¾" bd15½"

LG6082-L  Tuscan Pot, Large
Size h24" w27" bd17"

LG6082-XL  Tuscan Pot, Extra Large
Size h30" w32" bd22"

All shown in New Brownstone
*Saucers not included, see page 181

670-S  Small Mall Planter*
670-XL  Extra Large
Both shown in New Ashstone

670-L  Large Mall Planter
Shown in Cantera with 6025-L
Large Mall Saucer

*Also available: 6025-S Small Mall Planter Saucer

See page 181 for available saucers
657-S Garland Pot, Small
Size h16" w18" bd10½"
657-M Garland Pot, Medium
Size h18" w25" bd12¼"
657-L Garland Pot, Large
Size h24" w31" bd17¾"
657-X Garland Pot, Extra Large
Size h28½" w41" bd21"
All shown in Classic Bisque

659 Patio Pot, Small
Size h16" w18" bd10½"
659-M Patio Pot, Medium
Size h18" w25" bd12¾"
659-L Patio Pot, Large
Size h24" w31" bd17¾"
659-X Patio Pot, Extra Large
Size h28½" w41" bd21"
All shown in Briar

See page 181 for available saucers
659-PS  Plain Patio Pot, Small
Size h16" w18" bd10½"

659-PM  Plain Patio Pot, Medium
Size h18" w25" bd12¾"

659-PL  Plain Patio Pot, Large
Size h24" w31" bd17¾"

659-PX  Plain Patio Pot, Extra Large
Size h28½" w41" bd21"
All shown in Palomino

643-S  Weavers Basket, Small
Size h14" w18½" bd9½"

643  Weavers Basket, Medium
Size h20" w25" bd14¼"

643-L  Weavers Basket, Large
Size h24" w30½" bd17"

643-XL  Weavers Basket, Extra Large
Size h29" w39" bd22¼"
All shown in Sedona

6012-M  Country Vineyard Planter, Medium
Shown in Coffee
See page 181 for available saucers
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619 Canterra Stone Color Bowl
Shown in New Brownstone

687 Baboo Pot
Shown in Cimarron

690 Cobra Pot
Shown in Sedona

6063-S Olive Pot, Small
6063-M Olive Pot, Medium
6063-L Olive Pot, Large
All shown in New Olivo

See page 181 for available saucers
6041 Citrus Planter  
Shown in Cimarron

668 Jardine Pot  
Shown in Sedona

662-L Classico Pot with Lion Heads  
Shown in Winter Plum

662 Classico Pot  
Shown in Briar

Also available:

662-S Classico Saucer  
Size h4" w25½" id22"
  
See page 181 for available saucers
LG6083-L  San Vincente Urn
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
LG6083-T  Top
LG6083-B  Urn Base

LG6083-S  Santiago Urn
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
LG6083-TS  Top
LG6083-B  Urn Base

669  Swirl Pot
Shown in Bronze

675  Wall Planter Plain
Shown in Patina

676  Orange Wall Planter
Shown in Bronze
608 Santa Barbara Planter
Shown in Rustico

608 Cardiff Planter
Shown in Lucca

LG6090-S Stone Planter, SM
LG6090-M Stone Planter, MD
LG6090-L Stone Planter, LG
All shown in New Olivo

See page 181 for available saucers
**6036 Fern Color Bowl Set**
Shown in Autumn Leaf

*Consists of:*
- 6036-S Bowl, Sm
- 3192-S Spacer, Sm
- 6036-M Bowl, Md
- 3192-M Spacer, Md
- 6036-L Bowl, Lg

**790-S Enchanted Forest Planter with Squirrel**
Shown in Meadow

**790 Enchanted Forest Planter**
Shown in Brownstone

**636 Bow Basket, Large**
**644 Bow Basket, Small**
Shown in Travertine
699 Architectural Square Planter
Shown in Natural

699-S Architectural Square Post Planter Set
Shown in Winter Plum
Consists of:
699-H Architectural Square Planter, Half (2)
699-H Architectural Square Post Planter, Half
Size h24" w21"

The Architectural Square Planter, model 699-S is designed to wrap around a standard 6 x 6 inch patio cover/deck support post.
**695 Architectural Round Planter**
Shown in Coffee

**695-S Architectural Round Planter, Set**
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
695-H Round Planter, Half
(2)

**695-H Architectural Round Planter, Half**
Size h24½" w18"

The Architectural Round Planter Set, model 695-S, is designed to wrap around a standard 6 by 6 inch patio cover/deck support post.
**6018-S**  Venetian Urn, Small  
Size h18" w14" bw8½"

**6018-M**  Venetian Urn, Medium  
Size h24½" w18½" bw12½"

**6018-L**  Venetian Urn, Large  
Size h33" w25" bw16"

**6018-XL**  Venetian Urn, X-Large  
Size h44" w33" bw20½"

All shown in Palomino

**691-S**  Proper Garden Planter, Small  
Size h18½" w13½" bw8¾"

**691**  Proper Garden Planter, Medium  
Size h24" w19" bw12"

**691-L**  Proper Garden Planter, Large  
Size h33" w24½" bw15½"

**691-XL**  Proper Garden Planter, Extra Large  
Size h43½" w32" bw20½"

All shown in Briar

*See page 181 for available saucers*
6082-S  Elegant Urn, Small  
Size h20½" w14" bw9"  
6082-M  Elegant Urn, Medium  
Size h26½" w17" bw12"  
6082-L  Elegant Urn, Large  
Size h35" w23" bw16"  
All shown in Vecchio

679  Scallop Urn, Small  
679-S  Scallop Urn  
Both shown in Flax

685-S  Fleur D’Le Planter, Small  
685  Fleur D’Le Planter  
Both shown in Sedona w/o White Antique

686-S  Criss Cross Urn, Small  
686  Criss Cross Urn  
Both shown in Sedona

See page 181 for available saucers
614 Victorian Urn
Shown in Rustico

642 Florentine Urn, Large
Shown in Sedona

618 Champagne Pot, Large
Shown in Chestnut

6061 Bloomer Urn with Cap, Small
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
6061-T Small Urn Cap
6061-B Small Urn

6061-L Bloomer Urn with Cap, Large
Shown in Vecchio
Consists of:
6061-TL Large Urn Cap
6061-BL Large Urn
601 Ornate Pot
Shown in Cantera

602 Large Urn
Shown in Classic Bisque

6027 Olive Crest Urn
Shown in Flax with 3190 Urn Pedestal

3190 Urn Pedestal

6051-M Greco Urn, Medium
Shown in Autumn Leaf

Also available:
6051-L Greco Urn, Large
Size h33" w24" bw16½"

See page 181 for available saucers
688-XL Roma Planter, Extra Large
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
308 Roma Bowl
307 Roma Pedestal

688 Roma Planter
Shown in Classic Bisque

688-P Roma Planter with Pedestal
Shown in Sienna
Consists of:
335-B Roma Color Bowl
335-C Roma Pedestal, Medium

335-B Roma Color Bowl
Shown in Sienna

See page 181 for available saucers
LG6076-S  Weathered Pot, Small  
LG6076-L  Weathered Pot, Large  
Both shown in Ashstone

LG6071  Old Fern Urn  
Shown in Cimarron

6002  Tomika Urn  
Shown in Sunset

6003  Modern Urn  
Shown in Coffee

680-P  Oliva Planter with Pedestal  
Shown in Briar  
Consists of:  
680  Oliva Planter  
302-T  Tall Pedestal

LG6072-S  Florence Urn, Small  
LG6072-L  Florence Urn, Large  
Both shown in Bronze  
See page 181 for available saucers
672-S Tall Urn, Small
672-M Tall Urn, Medium
672-L Tall Urn, Large
All shown in Sedona

6062-S Floreal Urn, Small
6062-M Floreal Urn, Medium
6062-L Floreal Urn, Large
6062-XL Floreal Urn, X-Large
All shown in Palomino

See page 181 for available saucers
6092-S  Fleur De Lis Urn, Small
6092-M  Fleur De Lis Urn, Medium
6092-L  Fleur De Lis Urn, Large
Shown in Escoboza

395-F  Mason Urn
Shown in Coffee

6088  Mandalay Planter
Shown with 2146-C Pedestal
   h15" w24½" d12" (not included)
6088-S  Mandalay Planter, Small
Both shown in Escoboza

See page 181 for available saucers
6037-S  Small Plain Saucer  
Size h3" w13½" id10"

6037-M  Medium Saucer  
Size h4" w19½" id13½" 

6037-L  Large Saucer  
Size h4½" w25" id18½" 

6037-XL  E-Large Saucer  
Size h5½" w31½" id23½" 

All shown in Patina

LG6084-S  Tuscan Saucer, SM  
Size h3½" w14" id10¾" dp2" 

LG6081-SS  Anelli Saucer, SM  
Size h3½" w17" id13¼" dp2¾" 

LG6081-MS  Anelli Saucer, MD  
Size h5" w20" id17" dp3" 

LG6084-L  Tuscan Saucer, LG  
Size h5½" w24" id19" dp2" 

LG6081-LS  Anelli Saucer, LG  
Size h5" w27" id23" dp3½" 

LG6081-XLS  Anelli Saucer, X-LG  
Size h5" w30" id26" dp3½" 

All shown in Rustico

6024-S  Small Square Saucer  
Size h3¾" w16¾" iw13¼" 

6024-M  Medium  
Size h4" w21¼" iw18" 

6024-L  Large  
Size h5" w26½" iw22¼" 

All shown in Winter Plum

662-S  Classico Saucer  
Size h4" w25½" id22" 

6025-S  Small Mall Saucer  
Size h4" w19½" id15" 

6025-L  Large Mall Saucer  
Size h4" w23½" id18½" 

See page 161

PP-1  Old Ruin Pot Pod  
PP-2  Smooth Pot Pod  
PP-3  Garland Pot Pod  
PP-4  Ornage Pot Pod  
PP-5  Rose Pot Pod  

Size h3¾" w3½" d4½" 

All shown in Meadow
268 Classic Lion Head
Shown in Chestnut

269 Ornate Lion Head
Shown in Chestnut

231-L Large Lion Head
Shown in Sienna

213 Viking Wall Relief
Shown in Country Oak

291 Green Man Wall Relief
Shown in Autumn Leaf

215 Autumn Wall Relief
Shown in Coffee
223  Goose Girl  
Shown in Whitestone

206  Amena  
Shown in Sedona

202  Rebecca at the Well  
Shown in Classic Bisque

204  Sophia  
Shown in Country Oak
725 Lady of Roses
Shown in Sunset

745 Marsala
Shown in Sedona with 357 Venetian Pedestal

357 Venetian Square Pedestal
Size h19" tw14" td14"
bw14½" bd14½"

7046 Garden Mistress
Shown in Rustico

747 Venus with Half Shell
Shown in Silver Dove
726 Hercules
Shown in Olivo with 369 Hercules Pedestal

369 Hercules Pedestal
Size h19½" tw16¾" td16¼"
    bw18¾" bd18¾"

728 Huntress
Shown in Bronze with 357 Venetian Pedestal

729 Hunter
Shown in Bronze with 357 Venetian Pedestal

357 Venetion Square Pedestal
Size h19" tw14" td14"
    bw14½" bd14½"
7030  Floral Surprise  
Size h40" w13" d16"

7031  Spring Watering  
Size h37" w14" d19½"  
Both shown in Palomino

7034  Logan with Grapes

7035  Logan Amber  
Both shown in Meadow

7026  First Bloom  
Shown in Palomino

7030 7031  © 2019 Fiore Stone, Inc.

7034  h23" w12" bw10"  
bd9½"

7035  h30½" w11½"  
bd10"

7026  h21" w14½"  
bd19½"
7037 Girl with Cat  
Shown in Classic Bisque

7045 Girl with Puppy  
Shown in Classic Bisque

7043 Boy with Puppy  
Shown in Cedar Rust

7028 Lil' Bud  
Shown in Country Oak
**7013 Fireman**  
Shown in Bronze

**7024 Proud Golfer**  
Shown in Bronze

**7054 Stanley**  
Shown in Flax with AG-126 Hockey Stick (included)
120  Napping Angel
Shown in Sedona

121  Large Sitting Angel
Shown in Sedona

117  Large Angel
Shown in Olivo

122  Offering Angel
Shown in Autumn Leaf
317 Angelica Angel
Shown in Classic Bisque

119 Bashful Angel
Shown in Sedona

106 Large Lady of Grace
105 Medium Lady of Grace
Shown in Classic Bisque

113 Grotto with Lady of Grace
Shown in Olivo
Consists of:
109 Grotto
105 Medium Lady of Grace
102 St. Francis with Dove
Shown in Sedona

101 Small St. Francis with Dove
Shown in Natural

125 Extra Large St. Francis
Shown in Briar

100 Medium St. Francis with Dove
Shown in Palomino
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545 Estate Lion
Shown in Autumn Leaf

545-M Medium Estate Lion
Shown in Sedona

Also Available:
545-BM Medium Estate Lion Base
Size h24” w18” td38½”
bw20½” bd40½”

545-B Estate Lion Base
Size h24½” tw26” td40”
bw27½” bd41½”
Shown in Whitestone with 545 Estate Lion
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543-R  Lion with Shield, Right
543-L  Lion with Shield, Left
Both shown in Classic White

545-S  Small Estate Lion
Shown in Sunset

544-L  Lion with Ball, Left
544-R  Lion with Ball, Right
Both shown in Sunset

Also available:
544-LP  Lion with Ball, Left (Plumbed)
544-RP  Lion with Ball, Right (Plumbed)
580-HU/CT  Mule Deer Buck Head-Up
Shown in Color Accent

581/CT  Mule Deer Doe
Shown in Color Accent

580/CT  Mule Deer Buck
Shown in Color Accent

576/CT  Reclining Doe
Shown in Color Accent
579/CT  Standing Fawn  Shown in Color Accent
h28"  bw20½"  bd10"

577/CT  Reclining Fawn  Shown in Color Accent
h12"  w15"

577-SF/CT  Sleeping Fawn  Shown in Color Accent
h6"  w17"

576-HU/CT  Reclining Doe  Head-up  Shown in Color Accent
h23"  w13½"  d31"
502 Labrador
Shown in Escobosa

584/CT German Shepherd
Shown in Color Accent

572-R Dog with Basket, Right
572-L Dog with Basket, Left
Both shown in Country Oak
550 Buster
Shown in Charcoal

412-R/CT Raccoon
Shown in Color Accent

516 Tweety
Shown in Vintage Stone

509 Hound Dog
Shown in Sedona

551/CT Pelican
Shown in Color Accent
501 Snail
Shown in Bronze

508 Ladybug
Shown in Meadow

507 Caterpillar
Shown in Cimarron

505 Frog on Back
Shown in Meadow

506 Piggy
Shown in Classic Bisque
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500/CT  Tortoise

504/CT  Desert Tortoise
All shown in Color Accent

503  Owl
Shown in Natural

515  Cutesy Rabbit
Shown in Sandalwood

512/CT  Tortoise, Head-Up
Shown in Color Accent
7051  Dragonling
7052  Baby Girl Dragon
7053  Baby Boy Dragon

All shown in Coffee
804 Large Pagoda
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
804-T Top
804-H House
804-S Spacer
804-L Legs

809 Temple Dog
Shown Bronze

811 Dragon Pagoda
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
811-T Top
811-H House
811-B Base
2110-F Garden Lantern Fountain
Shown in Foreste
Size h50½" w33" bd21"
Consists of:
3234-TL3 Roof, Lg
3234-HL3 House, Lg
3234-TM2 Roof, Md
3234-HM2 House, Md
3234-TS1 Roof, Sm
3234-HS1 House, Sm
3234-B Lantern Component
3234-PH Pump House
3234-PHP P/House Piece
3086-P Basin w/Coupling
3085 Pedestal
AG-86 Single Light w/Transformer
813 Large Garden Lantern
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
813-T Top
813-B Base

803 Small Pagoda
Shown in Bronze
Consists of:
803-T Top
803-B Base

812 Small Garden Lantern
Shown in Meadow
Consists of:
812-T Top
812-B Base

409 Garden Lantern Birdbath
Color shown Cantera
Consists of:
409-T Top
409-H House
409-D Dish
409-B Base

814 Garden Lantern
Color shown Cantera
Consists of:
409-T Top
409-H House
409-B Base
782 Guardsman
Size h49" w41½"
Shown in Meadow
**800 Ho-Tai**  
Color shown Bronze

**815 Garden Lantern, XLG**  
Shown in Olivo  
*Consists of:*  
815-T Top  
815-B Base

**805 Temple Pagoda**  
Shown in Bronze  
*Consists of:*  
805-T Top  
805-5 Piece #5  
805-4 Piece #4  
805-3 Piece #3  
805-2 Piece #2  
805-1 Piece #1

**802 Kwan-Yin**  
Color shown Cantera
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7049  **Jester**  
Size h16" w12"

7048  **Einstein**  
Size h29" w13" d11"

7050  **Fink**  
Size h19" w21" d17"  
Color shown, n/a

775  **Sitting Griffin**  
Size h43" w12" d20"  
bw8½" bd13¼"  
Shown in Coffee

776  **Standing Griffin**  
Size h36" w10" d33"  
bw9¾" bd19½"  
Shown in Briar
773 Gargoyle
Shown in Olivo
Also available:
773-P Plumbed for water

795 Charlatan Gargoyle
Shown in Olivo

774 Gargoyle, Small
Shown in Cantera
Also available:
774-P Plumbed for water
796 Tiki-Wikio
Shown in Country Oak

LG7000 Tikiman Large
Shown in Vecchio

LG7001 Tikiman 2 Face
Shown in Coffee

LG7002 Tikiman
Shown in Coffee
424 Autumn Rose Birdbath
Shown in Sunset
Consists of:
424-T Top
424-B Base

422 Iris Birdbath
Shown in Meadow
Consists of:
422-T Top
422-B Base

423 Orchid Birdbath
Shown in Flax
Consists of:
423-T Top
423-B Base

421 Climbing Rose Birdbath
Shown in Flax
Consists of:
421-T Top
421-B Base
416 Sonora Birdbath  
Shown in Palomino

428 Wildflower Birdbath  
Shown in Patina  
Consists of:  
428-T Top  
428-B Base

LGB10 Fluted Birdbath  
Shown in Meadow  
Consists of:  
LGB10-T Top  
LGB10-B Base

437 Column Birdbath  
Shown in Ashstone  
Consists of:  
437-T Top  
437-B Base

LGB13 Anelli Birdbath  
Shown in Travertine

LGB10  
h28½" w22½"

437  
h24" w20"  
bd10¼"

416  
h25" w19" bd10¼"

428  
h24" w18" bd10"

LGB13  
h24" w19" bd13"
439  Fairy Birdbath
Shown in Vecchio
Consists of:
439-T  Top
439-B  Base

410-L  Large Angel Bird Feeder
Shown in Whitestone
Consists of:
117  Large Angel
410-LB  Base

406  Classic Birdbath
Color Cantera
Consists of:
406-T  Top
406-B  Base
417  Formal Birdbath  
Shown in Meadow  
Consists of:  
417-T  Top  
417-B  Base

420  Florentine Birdbath  
Shown in Autumn Leaf

407  Dove Birdbath  
Shown in Palomino  
Consists of:  
407-D  Dove (3)  
407-T  Top  
407-B  Base
418 Grape Birdbath
Shown in Sedona
Consists of:
418-T Top
418-B Base

PL-2 Aggregate Birdbath
Shown in Cantera
Consists of:
PL-2-T Top
PL-2-B Base

433 Dragon Fly Birdbath
Shown in Briar

432 Bumble Bee Birdbath
Shown in Coffee

418
h32” w29”
bd13 ¾”

433
h24” w18”

432
h26” w19”
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412/CT Raccoon Birdbath
Shown in Color Accent
Consists of:
412-R/CT Raccoon
412-T/CT Top
412-B/CT Base

413/CT Vineyard Birdbath
Shown in Color Accent

405 Small Rustic Birdbath
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
405-T Top
405-B Base

438 Granite Birdbath
Shown in Country Oak
431  Rock Garden Birdbath
Shown in Briar
Consists of:
431-T  Top
431-B  Base

430  Old World Birdbath
Shown in Classic Bisque
Consists of:
430-T  Top
430-B  Base

LGB12  Stone Birdbath
Shown in Sienna
Consists of:
LGB12-T  Top
LGB12-B  Base

401  Wild Birds Birdbath
Shown in Briar

401-S  Small Wild Birds Birdbath
Both shown in Meadow
339-S  Corinthian Pedestal, Short
Size h13" w8" bw7¾"

339  Corinthian Pedestal, Small
Size h26" w8" bw8"

338  Corinthian Pedestal, Large
Size h36½" w9½" bw9½"

399-XL  Corinthian Pedestal, Extra Large
Size h38" w11½" bw12"
All shown in Winter Plum

301-U  Column Pedestal
301-P  Plain Column Pedestal
Both shown in Olivo

369  Hercules Pedestal
Shown in Olivo

332  Classic Base
303  Roman Pedestal, Small
303-A  Roman Pedestal
All Shown in Olivo
329  Victorian Pedestal  
Shown in Olivo

362  Muse & Season Pedestal  
357  Venetian Square Pedestal  
Both shown in Brownstone

3237-S  Euro Fountain Skirt, Small  
Size h1½" w25½"  
Shown in Foreste

3237-M  Euro Fountain Skirt, Medium  
Size h1½" w46"  
Shown in Vecchio

3237-L  Euro Fountain Skirt, Large  
Size h1½" w66"  
Color Shown, n/a
354  Square Pedestal
Size h24" tw17½" bw18½"

764-P  Florentine Pedestal
Size h41½" tw14" bw15"
All shown in Sunet

764 Florentine Garden Wall
Shown in Sunset with Wrought Iron (not included)
Consists of:
765 Ball Finial (2) (h11" w16" d16")
764-EP End Pedestal (2) (h41½" tw14" bw15")
764-C Coping (2) (h60" w23" d9")

Configuration options:
764-CP Corner Pedestal
764-MP Middle Pedestal

Wrought Iron not available. Consult a local source.
633 Euronetian Bench
Shown in Chateau
Consists of:
3134-L  Left Arm
3134-R  Right Arm
3129-P  Plug (x2)
3131  Back
3132  Seat
3133  Leg (x2)

629 Bench of Nobility
Shown in Brownstone
Consists of:
3129  Arm (x2)
3129-P  Plug (x2)
3126  Back
3127  Seat (x2)
3128  Leg (x2)

632 Euro Flat Bench
Shown in Brownstone
Consists of:
632-T  Top
632-L  Leg (x2)
620 Round Table
Shown in Cantera with 621 4' Curved Bench (x2)
Consists of:
620-T Top
622-B Base

621 4' Curved Bench
Shown in Cantera
Consists of:
621-T Top
BL Leg (x2)

Also available 606 4' Straight Bench

607 3' Straight Bench
Shown in Sedona
Consists of:
607-T Top
BL Leg (x2)

606 4' Straight Bench
Size h48" d17"
Consists of:
606-T Top
BL Leg (x2)

652 3' Scroll Bench
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
652-T Top
BL Leg (x2)

653 4' Scroll Bench
Shown in Palomino
Consists of:
653-T Top
BL Leg (x2)
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612 Venetian Straight Bench
Shown in Chateau
Consists of:
612-AL  Left Arm
612-AR  Right Arm
612-B  Back
612-S  Seat
612-L  Leg (x2)

613 Venetian Curved Bench
Shown in Chateau
Consists of:
613-C  Spacer
613-AL  Left Arm
613-AR  Right Arm
613-BL  Left Back
613-BR  Right Back
613-SL  Left Seat
613-SR  Right Seat
613-L  Leg (x3)

6045 Floral Bench
Shown in Patina
Consists of:
6045-A  Arm (x2)
6045-T  Top
6045-L  Leg (x2)
6005
h18¾" w48" d17¾"

6004 3' Granite Bench
Size h18" w36" d17¼"
Consists of:
6004-T Top
6004-L Leg (x2)

6005 4' Granite Bench
Shown in Brownstone
Consists of:
6005-T Top
6004-L Leg (x2)

6010 Four Seasons Bench
Shown in Chateau
Consists of:
6010-T Top
6004-L Leg (x2)

LG6069 English Garden Bench
Shown in Meadow
Consists of:
LG6069-T Top
LG6069-L Leg (x2)
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605  5’ Curved Bench  
Shown in Whitestone  
Consist of:  
605-T Top  
BL Leg (x2)  

6023  4’ Curved Granite Bench  
Shown in Coffee  
Consists of:  
6023-T Top  
6004-L Leg (x2)  

6031  Granite Round Table  
Shown in Coffee with  
6023  4’ Curved Granite Bench  
Consists of:  
6031-T Top  
6030-B Base  

Fiore
Stone, Inc.
LG6078-PL Weathered Stone Bench, Straight
Shown in Foreste
Consists of:
LG6078-TL Top (x2)
LG6080-MP Middle Planter
LG6080-EP End Planter (x2)

LG6078-P Weathered Stone Bench with Planters
Shown in Coffee
Consists of:
LG6078-TL Top
LG6080-EP End Planter (x2)

Also available:
LG6078-WL Weathered Stone Planter Bench
Consists of:
LG6078-TL Top
LG6080-EP End Planter
LG6078-BL Leg

LG6078-C Weathered Stone Corner Bench
Shown in Foreste
Consists of:
LG6078-TL Top (x2)
LG6080-CP Corner Planter
LG6080-EP End Planter (x2)
TABLES AND BENCHES

LG6079-PL Contemporary Bench, Straight
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
LG6079-T Top (x2)
LG6079-MP Middle Planter
LG6079-EP End Planter (x2)

LG6079-WL Contemporary Planter Bench
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
LG6079-T Top
LG6079-EP End Planter
LG6079-BL Leg

Also available:
LG6079-P Contemporary Bench with Planters
Size h20" w84" d17½"
Consists of:
LG6079-T Top
LG6079-EP End Planter (x2)

LG6079-C Contemporary Corner Bench
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
LG6079-T Top (x2)
LG6079-CP Corner Planter
LG6079-EP End Planter (x2)
LG6079 Contemporary Bench
Shown in Autumn Leaf
Consists of:
LG6079-T Top
LG6079-BL Leg (x2)

LG6077 Bench For Two
Shown in Barocco
Consists of:
LG6077-B Back
LG6077-T Top
LG6077-L Leg (x2)
TABLES AND BENCHES

LG6074  Spanish Ruin Bench
Shown in Rustico
Consists of:
LG6074-T  Top
LG6074-L  Leg (x2)

LG6078-L Weathered Stone Bench, Long
Color shown, n/a
Consists of:
LG6078-TL  Top
LG6078-BL  Leg (x2)

LG6078-S Weathered Stone Bench, Short
Color shown, n/a
Consists of:
LG6078-TS  Top
LG6078-BL  Leg (x2)
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Treat Water Seriously with Fiore Stone Water Clarifier.

Only a few drops per gallon of Fiore Stone Water Clarifier will prevent most fountain finished discoloration (ie. that "white" calcium buildup) while also maintaining crystal clear water. Fiore Stone Water Clarifier is great at keeping water clear and algae free up-to ambient temperatures of around 90 degrees Fahrenheit. Water Clarifier is available in 8 oz. and 64 oz. bottles and requires only two drops per gallon every two to three weeks.

AG-60 Water Clarifier (24 x 8oz. Bottles)
AG-61 Water Clarifier (64oz. Bottle)

When temperatures exceed 90 degrees or when existing water turns murky, we highly recommend supplementing the water treatment with Fountain Block. When placed near the pump, this tablet will immediately keep water clear for up to 3 to 4 weeks. Both products are eco-friendly and safe for pets and wildlife when used as directed.

FOUNTAIN BLOCK ALGAE CONTROL
- Helps control algae growth and leaves water crystal clear
- Clears cloudy water and removes algae
- One Block maintains 50 or 250 U.S. Gallons for up to 30 days.
- One Fountain Block 6-Pack maintains an average fountain (44 Gallons) for up to 6 months

No minimum, Case pack required
Case Quantity
AG-134 Fountain Block 6-Pack/16 case

Details: Not recommended for use in fountains with live plants. For best results, place Fountain Block in direct circulation where water is active. For regular maintenance, replace block when fully dissolved (usually in 3-4 weeks) or as water begins to appear cloudy and/or green.

Fountain Block is NOT safe for fish and caution should be used with plants in surrounding areas in the event of splash. When diluted and used as directed both products are safe when consumed by pets and birds. Do read all directions carefully.
SUBMERSIBLE LIGHTS

AG-130  Big Light Kit
One light with three powerful soft-tint LED bulbs
Waterproof housing with 16ft cord
120-12V-830mA 3w Transformer.

AG-132  Single LED Light Kit
One light with twelve standard-tint LED bulbs
Waterproof housing with 16ft cord
120-12V-200mA-1.6w Transformer. Yellow, red, green and blue lenses.

AG-46  Ring LED Light Kit
2” od 1” id ring w/twelve LED bulbs.
16ft cord 120-12V-200mA Transformer.

AG-46ST  Small Ring LED Light Kit
1¼” od x ¼” id ring with 6 LED bulbs
includes one ½” and one ¾” barb
16ft cord and 120-12V-200mA Transformer.

Submersible lights for use in- and out of water. Powerful LED bulbs last 10 times longer than conventional lighting.
AG-129  Nightime ON Sensor
Turns lights on from Dusk until dawn when placed between transformer. 5x5ft cord and stake stand.

AG-136  Single Light Kit
One light with a single powerful soft-tint LED bulb
Waterproof housing with adjustable stand 16ft cord 120-12V-200mA-1w Transformer.

AG-137  Double Light Kit
Two lights with a single powerful soft-tint LED bulb
Waterproof housing with adjustable stands 16ft cord 16ft cord 120-12V-400mA-2x1w Transformer and two-way splitter.

AG-138  Triple Light Kit
Three lights with a single powerful soft-tint LED bulb
Waterproof housing with adjustable stands 16ft cord 16ft cord. 120-12V-500mA-3x1w Transformer and three-way splitter.

AG-139  Four Light Kit
Four lights with a single powerful soft-tint LED bulb
Waterproof housing with adjustable stands 16ft cord 16ft cord. 120-12V-830mA-4x1w Transformer and four-way splitter.
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS

AGP  100 gph Mag-Drive Pump
   6’ power cord.

ALP  130 gph Mag-Drive Pump
   6’ power cord.

AAP  160 gph Mag-Drive Pump
   16’ power cord

ABP  310 gph Mag-Drive Pump
   16’ power cord. Also available with 25’
   power cord, model ABP-25.

AJP  500 gph Mag-Drive Pump
   16’ power cord.

ACP  1,320 gph Mag-Drive Pump (6’ head)
   20’ power cord. Requires AG-143 Thread
   1¼", AG-144 Thread 1¼" to Slip 1" and
   AG-107 Slip reducer ½" PVC.

ADP  1,320 gph Mag-Drive Pump (11’ head)
   20’ power cord. Requires AG-19 Thread 1”,
   AG-22 Hose and AG-95 or AG-23 Thread
   ½" to Slip ½" fittings.

KP  2,400 gph Direct-Drive Exterior Pump
   5’ power cord. Exterior pool type pump
system with cartridge filter for use with
the 12’ or 16’ Bracci Basin (see pages 88)
Recommended for use in dealer display

Note: due to supply and demand
certain pumps may be substituted
with different makes and models.
ACCESSORIES

AG-01 1/2"OD(100')
AG-02 5/8"OD(100')
AG-08 1"OD(100')
AG-97 3/4"OD(100')
AG-15 10 1/2' Roll
AG-16 Clear
AG-16BL Black
AG-99 Includes 2 AG-107
AG-24 PVC Pipe 1/2"
AG-24AG-95AG-23
AG-53 AG-105
AG-29
AG-30 AG-31
AG-22 AG-53 AG-105
AG-36
AG-105
AG-24
AG-104 PVC Pipe 1"
AG-104
AG-107
AG-108
AG-100
AG-19 AG-143 AG-144
AG-34
AG-41 AG-42 AG-21 AG-93 AG-34
AG-91
AG-27 AG-26
AG-45
AG-106
AG-60 8oz. 24 p/case
AG-60
AG-94
AG-94
AG-92
AG-28
AG-18
AG-38L
AG-91
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**Terms & Conditions**

**Payment Terms**
The credit application and account agreement begins the process of establishing a credit account with Fiore Stone, Inc., the manufacturer of Al’s Garden Art. Until a credit limit has been established, all orders may require payment in advance of shipment or be delivered on a c.o.d. basis. We accept a company or cashier’s check for payment. When applicant is determined a customer and a credit limit is established, payment for shipments as invoiced are due on NET 30 day terms. No discount is allowed for early payment. No discounts are offered for credit card payments. Minimum order of $5,000 is required for any new or re-established account. A 25% restocking fee will be charged on any product ordered and returned due to customer refusal, cancellation 7 days prior to shipment, return of non-defective items, or items returned under unusual circumstances to be determined by Fiore Stone, Inc. and/or their sales representatives.

Overdue accounts are subject to a late charge at a rate of 1.5% per month or such maximum lesser rate as permitted by law on overdue balance.

Invoices are considered overdue 30 days after the invoice date. The acceptance on any individual order is subject to the approval of the Credit Department of Fiore Stone, Inc.

**Delinquent Payments**
Should either the Customer or Fiore Stone, Inc. initiate legal proceedings arising out of the sale or delivery of statuary or fountain merchandise, reasonable court costs and attorney fees shall be awarded to the prevailing party in those proceedings. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, should Fiore Stone, Inc. incur cost or attorney fees in attempting to collect a delinquent account, Customer agrees to reimburse cost and fees to Fiore Stone, Inc. All orders are accepted at Corona California; Any action arising out of the sale or delivery of fountains and statuary shall be interpreted according to the laws of the State of California and shall be brought in the courts located in the County of Riverside, California.

At the option of Fiore Stone, Inc., any controversy or claim, arising out of or relating to this agreement, the relationship resulting in or from this agreement, or any breach of contract, may be settled by binding arbitration. Customer and Fiore Stone, Inc. agree to accept services by certified mail return receipt requested, through the United States Postal Service of the initial claim documents which begin arbitration. Judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having jurisdiction.

**Claims and Shortages**
On all shipments and orders delivered, Customer must check the condition and count of the shipment at the time of delivery or within 7 days. No claim for shortages, damaged stock, or errors in filling an order will be honored unless it is made in writing on the Bill of Lading upon receipt of the shipment. Failure to make claim on the Bill of Lading shall constitute a waiver of Customer’s right to a refund or credit.

Customer acknowledges, guarantees, and warrants to Fiore Stone, Inc. that the person signing this contract, any future invoices, evidencing materials purchased pursuant to this contract, and any Bill of Lading authorized to sign same. In the event Customer wishes to specify or limit persons in authority to order and purchase on their behalf, it shall be the Customer’s responsibility to submit and update such a list in writing.

**General Conditions**
To maintain status as an Fiore Stone, Inc./Al’s Garden Art dealer your business must have a “store-front” retail business with reasonable space dedicated to the resale of concrete fountains and statuary. The business must display an inventory of Al’s Garden Art merchandise throughout the selling season as well as reasonably accommodate purchases of anyone showing interest in Fiore Stone products. The applicant must be qualified by and be in direct contact with the assigned Fiore Stone area sales representative.

Shipments of orders are subject to cancellation or delay caused by droughts; inclement weather; labor disputes; floods; fire or frost; war or embargoes; or any other cause reasonably beyond the control of Fiore Stone, Inc.

All orders are accepted subject to available stock on hand at the time of delivery. The prices are applicable for each order shall be the prices set forth in the current price list of Fiore Stone, Inc. at the time of shipment.

Financial statements, credit information supplied by customer or by others on behalf of customer, or agreements are part of this contract. Any false or misleading information constitutes as fraudulent misrepresentation.

**Copyright Information**
The use of any Fiore Stone, Inc. copyright and/or Al’s Garden Art copyright owned by Fiore Stone, Inc. without prior written consent of Fiore Stone, Inc. is a violation of State and/or Federal Law and may subject the infringer to a lawsuit seeking an injunction and money damages. Materials depicting the Fiore Stone as well as Al’s Garden Art logo/name, including products, published by the dealer for promotions and advertising (ie. print advertising, web-development) require prior written approval from Fiore Stone, Inc.
COLOR DISCLAIMER

In accordance with our tradition to create an ‘old world’ look, each item is finished and antiqued by hand. Because Fiore Stone products are made of all natural materials and finished using old world techniques no two products are ever identical.

Fiore Stone, Inc. therefore cannot guarantee the replication of finishes featured online, in this catalog, on display by the dealer or anywhere else.

During the application of our finishes, coloring materials are absorbed into the surface of the concrete. For example, consideration should be given to product designed with rough surfaces, as they will absorb more stain and/or antique material than products with less detail. Because by design each item is unique, Fiore Stone cannot accept product returns on merchandise not matching colors featured in this dealer catalog, our web-sites, products on display at our dealers or anywhere else including items ordered at different times.

SHIPPING

We understand that timely deliveries are important to our dealers so Fiore Stone will use LTL Carriers to ship orders when geographically our own trucks are not available.

This catalog features a few very large items (primarily basins and bowls) which cannot ship LTL without some additional packaging costs. Please refer to the inside front cover (page 1) of our wholesale price list.

If we cannot deliver on our truck, your qualified minimum order with products available for LTL shipment will be started immediately and will ship without any delay or additional freight charges in approximately 3 to 4 weeks. Fiore Stone Freight does not include lift gate service, limited access, re-delivery and other accessorial charges. We will contact you if we have any questions about your order and if we have a truck in the area we’ll delivery your order ourselves and take care of any exchanges / replacements.

Fiore Stone, Inc. does not drop-ship to consumers and ships only LTL on terms to stocking dealers. Fiore Stone does not guarantee LTL shipments unless damaged products can be replaced on a future minimum order delivered on our own trucks or LTL. Dealers should arrange their own freight in the event they wish to ship to consumers direct.

To ship below our minimum order amount will require a $250.00 charge to cover the cost.

FIORE STONE ON-LINE

Fiore Stone on the World Wide Web at www.fiorestone.com is designed to bring consumers in contact with their best local source for our products. Our exclusive dealer locator ranks dealers by volume ensuring that your investment receives its return. Similarly, products are featured by popularity so browsers can identify their online experience with those products you have on display at your store.

You can update your information anytime by logging on using your Fiore Stone account number as UserID and zip code as Password on the Contact Us page.

To give your customers, and your unique visitors the opportunity to browse the Fiore Stone product online, we have launched qualitysetinstone.com. Each dealer is assigned a unique promo-code, which identifies your business information and prominently places this and your logo on all the qualitysetinstone.com pages. Include your own web-address and visitors will even be redirected back to your own website when clicking “Home.”

This code and a direct link can be found at the top of the dealer profile page when logged in at www.fiorestone.com or e-mail us at info@fiorestone.com.

We appreciate your business and thank you for your continued support!